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I, ilTRODUCTIOM 
OonsMerable progress toward an understanding of the 
behavior of solutions of electrolytes has been achieved by 
considering the equivalent conductivity,A, of such solu­
tions to be the sum of th© conductivities, X;, of the indi­
vidual ionic species present* ^e fraction of the total 
current carried by a given species, 1, is thus given by 
\;/A. This quantity Is known as the transport number, tj^, 
{also called "transferrenc© nimber") of the ion under con­
sideration* It is clear that a determination of the trans­
port numbers of the ions in a solution, as well as its 
conductance. Is necessary in order to infer the values of 
Xi to be ascribed to the various ions. 
An understanding of the way in #iich such factors as 
temperature, concentration, presence of other ions and 
d i e l e c t r i c  c o n s t a n t  o f  t h e  m e d i u m  a f f e c t  t h e  v a l u e s  o f  X ; ,  
should Mke it possible to predict the actual conductivity 
and transport numbers that will be found for any solution 
under a specific set of conditions. Although the application 
of current views on the natures of ions, solvent molecules 
and their interactions to th® problem of predicting the 
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toeha-vlor of is in moat cases too complex for theoretical 
treatraent, very successful approxiai&tions have been made 
for certain limiting eases in the well known modem theories 
on the physical chemistry of electrolytic solutions (1). 
It seems not unlikely, therefore, that the study of 
molten electrolytes, which lack the complicating presence 
of solvent molecules, should lend Itself to a corresponding 
theoretical approach. An adequate theory of this type 
should contribute much to the building of a more comprehen­
sive picture of the nature of liquids in general. 
Bie first step in developing such a theory is to col­
lect data on specific fused salts which will give some 
insight into the genewil behavior of molten electrolytes. 
Although a great deal of conductivity data has already been 
reported, very little information on transport numbers was 
available at the time the present work was undertaken. A 
brief reflection on the nature of the problem of measuring 
transport numbers in fused salts quickly brings to 11^t 
the reason for this lack of information. The absence of a 
solvent, serving as a frame of reference with respect to 
which the mobilities of the ions are normally compared, ren­
ders meaningless for molten salts the definition of transport 
numbers as applied to aqueous electrolytes. Hiis becomes 
clear when it is recognized that X; can only be a relative 
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quantltj, and benee Femalns undefined in the absence of a 
suitable reference frame. Since the previous workers who 
att®Biptt<a transport number H^asurement have apparently-
ignored this fact, attributing their difficulties to experi­
mental probleas, their work frequently suffers from a fail­
ure to comprehend the nature of the problem. Ihose who did 
see the real problem, on the other hand, have felt it to be 
a hopeless one, and have generally dismissed the concept of 
transport numtoera in pure fused salts as meaningless. 
ISi© problem here undertaken thus resolved itself into 
two parts. First, a definition of transport numbers was 
sought which would divide the conductivity of a molten salt 
into individual ionio conductances in such a way that the 
values of thus defined would b© unique properties of the 
salt, depending specifically on the natures of the ions and 
their Interactions. Second, methods of measuring transport 
number® both in pure salts and in mixtures were sought 
which would be consistent with this definition. Although a 
general theory to explain the results obtained could not 
possibly be evolved from a limited study of this kind, it 
was nevertheless hoped that the data might be subjected to 
some degree of microscopic interpretation. 
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II. A DEFIIITIOI OP TRAMSPORT MUMBSRS IH FUSED SALTS 
Before a eritlcal review of the aTOilable literature 
on th# subject ia possible, it is important to introduce 
the dafinition of transport numbers in fused salts that was 
finally dtcldsd upon. Uliis will make it possible to deter­
mine to what extent the work to be reviewed is consistent 
with the present work# 
Considering the transport process from a macroscopic 
point of view, it would appear that the positive ions move 
in the direction of the cathode with a continuous unifona 
velocity at any given current density, while the negative 
ions approach the anode in the same manner. It is this 
viewpoint ttiat makes the search for a reference frame 
within the liquid itself appear to be a hopeless one. 
For, if the negative tons are chosen as the reference, the 
positive Ions must carry all the current, while relative 
to the positive ions the negative ions have unit transport 
number. ^Ito.ua neither of the constituents of a pure binary 
salt makes a satisfactory reference frame. In order to 
find a suitable definition consistent with this macroscopic 
picture of Ionic mlgraticm it Is therefore necessary to go 
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outsld© the liquid and seek an external reference. 
Perhaps the first such point one might select is the 
electrode surface. Suppose, for example, molten lead 
chloride is electrolysed between lead electrodes. As the 
anode dissolves in the sslt, an equivalent amount of lead 
is deposited at the cathode, so that the surfaces remain 
the same distance apart, provided they have equal areas. 
If the transport numbers are taken as the fractions of cur­
rent carried by the ions relative to these surfaces, it is 
apparent that the chloride Ions carry no current at all. 
For the number of chloride ions in a volume of liquid adja­
cent to the electrode surface remains constant due to the 
requirement of electrical neutrality throughout all parts 
of the liquid. Bie lead ions, on the other hand, enter the 
liquid at the surface of the anode and are removed at the 
other side, so that they must carry all the current. If 
chlorine electrodes are used, however, a similar reasoning 
leads to the conclusion that the transport number of the 
chloride ions must be unity, the lead ions carrying no cur­
rent whatever. Glearly the electrode surfaces do not pro­
vide a suitable reference frame, since they define transport 
numbers which depend only on the electrode processes. 
An ideal situation might b© visualized which would 
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allow the defining of significant transport numbers consis­
tent with th® appTOach presented thus far. Consider an 
ionic liquid subject to neither gravitational nor atmos­
pheric restoring forces, so that its surface is not con­
strained to li® flat and horizontal. Ilie electrolyte be­
tween the electrodes is contained in a tube, but has no 
tendency to flow through the tube as the quantity of salt 
builds up or decreases around the electrodes. Ihe transport 
numbers could now be defined as the fractions of current 
carried by the ions relative to a stationary cross-section 
of the tube. Although the quantities thus defined depend 
to soiae extent on the nature of th© Interactions between 
the ions and the surface of the tube, they would at least be 
more meaningful properties of the liquid than any of the 
"transport numbers" thus far defined. 
The experimental In^ossibllity of the above definition 
necessitates the search for a more practical one. It should 
be obvious at this point that the macroscopic picture of 
ionic migration presented above does not lead to a suitable 
working definition of transport numbers in fused salts. One 
might Justifiably conclude that if the transport process in­
volved only ttae uniform motion of all the cations in the 
opposite direction from the uniformly moving anions, it 
would be impossible unequivocably to ascribe a certain 
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fraction of the total current to a particular ionic species. 
A move realistic view of the mechanisia of the conductivity 
process Is therefore required. 
•Hie usual picture of ionic migration in accord with 
modern theories of rate processes (2) presents the ions as 
moving in short jumps and in a very erratic way. According 
to this microscopic picture, only a very small fraction of 
the ions in the liquid are moving at any given instant, 
these heing the ions which have the necessary free energy 
of activation for migration# She actual number of such cur­
rent carriers is a function of the temperature and of the 
potential gradient, but is always a small fraction of the 
total at normal working temperatures and voltages. It is 
thus possible to distinguish two types of ions in the 
liquid, besides the obvious distinction between positive and 
negatives those ions itoleh are Jumping, and those ions 
i?hich cannot jump because they lack the necessary energy. 
If the former are called the curx'ent-carrying Ions, then the 
latter become the long sought reference frame. For it is 
surely the way in which the ions move relative to this great 
inert bulk of the liquid that Is required in order to express 
the conductivity of' the salt in terms of meaningful individual 
Ionic condustances# 
She transport number of an ionic species, 1, in a fused 
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salt will therefore be defined as the fraction of the cur* 
rtnt carried toj those ions of 1 which are jumping measured 
with respeot to that large group of ions of all species 
present which are at rest relative to each other. Strictly 
speaking, of course, the transport numhers will subsequently 
be defined in terms of the experiment by which they are 
measured, but the experiment will be set up in such a way 
that the measured quantities ftoould be con si stent with 
definition presented here. 
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III. H1¥IEW OF PREVIOUS IfORK 
Although the literature in the field of transport num­
bers in fuaed salts is scant, it extends over a great maay 
years and includes some papers of unquestionable signifi­
cance. As mentioned earlier, however, some of the work 
suffers from a failure of the authors to comprehend the 
problems introduced by tfae removal of the solvent reference 
frame. Although in none of the previous papers has the 
question of a suitable definition been adequately discussed, 
the auldaors* intuitive notions of what was wanted led them 
in some cases to measure quantities consistent with the trans­
port numbers here defined. Ifeese cases will be the chief 
concern of the present discussion. 
"Bie earliest quantitative determination of transport 
numbers in fused salts was carried out by Lorenz and his 
coworkers {3) in 1907. 1!hese workers studied various mix­
tures of PbClg and KCl by electrolyzing the melts between 
carbon electrodes in a specially designed cell. The important 
feature of this cell is that the anode and cathode compart­
ments are separated by aiejins of a porous clay membrane. 'Riis 
permitted Lorenz to weigh and analyze each compartment 
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separately both before and after elecfcrolysi® with a known 
quantity of electricity. Making careful allowance for the 
changes in weight of the salt due to absorption into the 
membrane pores, absorption into the electrodes, and evapora­
tion from the surface, Loren:^ presented his corrected data 
In the form of the following table (3, p. 47): 
fable 1 
Transport data of Lorenz 
mi-Quantity mg-Quantity 
t»Quantity of Pb in of Pb in v-Decreai se 
of Fb catfaolyte ca tholy t© in Pb in 
PbGlg deposited before after cathode 
weight %) in g« experiiMnt experiaent chamber v:a 
95.7i IfSOOS 36.4561 3S.5145 0.9416 0 .7240 
88.04 1.2495 28.0543 26.9431 1.1113 0 .8893 
78,89 1.2998 17.5062 16.1660 1.3402 1 .0311 
78.64 1..2840 16.3221 14.9801 1.3419 1 .0451 
64.83 1.2978 15.6483 14.1745 1.4668 1 .1279 
47.83 l..g6S9 lg.S315 10.5109 2.0206 1 .5999 
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Lorenz pointeci out that when the ratio v;a given in the last 
column exceeds unity, this means that the number of lead 
Ions lost from the cathode chamber during electrolysis ex­
ceeds the number of lead ions deposited at the cathode. Ill® 
implication is, of course, that some of the lead ions have 
migrated into the anode compartment. Ifeis could only be 
possible if some of the lead were tied up with chloride in 
such & wj as to form complex anions. Since the exact con­
centrations and formulas for these ions could not be known, 
the authors were unable to calculate transport numbers for 
them, and therefore presented their data in the manner 
indicated. 
It la clear that the experiments described measure the 
way in which the ions move relative to a porous membrane 
saturated with the salt. It now becomes important to decide 
whether the tranaport numbers defined by such an experiment 
are consistent with the definition presented in the previous 
section. It is instructive to consider first how a pure 
salt, Ewch as PbClg, would behave in an electrolytic cell 
that had no porous membrane separating the compartments. 
For the sake of aimpllcity assume both electrodes to be of 
lead metal. Every z faradays of electricity passed during 
the course of electrolysis causes z equivalents of lead 
ions to be discharged at the cathode, and an equal ntimber to 
be added to the anolyte. The charge is carried through the 
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liquid by the migration of t+ ©quivalents of Ph** into th© 
catholyte, and equivalents of Gl"" Into the anolyte. 
Since 1 - t^ e t^, the net result Is thus a transfer of t^ 
equivalents of PtoGlg from catholyte to anolyte. Recalling 
that the reference frame selected here is actually a part 
of the liquid itself, it Is clear that this frame will not 
r®main flaced with respect to an observer as the salt is 
depleted from one side and accumulates on the other. It 
Must move under gravity toy the process knowi as viscous flow 
in such a nvay that no change of levels is observed. The 
importance of the Mmtoran© used by Jjorenss now becomes 
apparent. It is designed to prevent viscous flow, while 
permitting the electrolytic migration of the ions. Its 
use will therefore permit the measurement of the transport 
numbers, provided two conditions are fulfilled: (a) the 
rate at which the accumulating salt flows back through the 
membrane Is negligibly small compared with the rate of its 
a c cumulation J and. (b) the rates at which the ions jump 
relative to the liquid within th© membrane are the same as 
in the bulk of the liquid, far from any possible influence 
of surface properties. Other than the qualitative observa­
tion that the membrane seemed to support a difference in 
levels without appreciable flow taking place, Lorenz made 
no attempt to justify Its use in terms of these criteria. 
It was therefore impossible to evaluate the validity of this 
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method on the tjasls of the data presented. 'Fne signifi­
cance of the work, as «11 as that of the other papers to 
be reviewed, will be discussed later In the light of the 
work to be presented here. 
Tverdovskll^s Method (4) of measuring transport numbers 
in earnallite, KGlMgCH , mad# use of a similar principle. id 
Instead of being separate^ ^7 a porous partition, however, 
the electrode compartments consisted of glass tubes drawn 
out to fine capillaries at the bottom, where they dipped 
into the melt. Again the purpose of the constrictions was 
to prevent viscous flow, while permitting ionic migration, 
Uiie author also failed to Justify the use of such a pro­
cedure# He reported, neverthelesa, that magnesium apparently 
carries current in the form of a complex anion# Assuming 
the formulas for the cuxrent-carrying species to be K."^, CI", 
and IgGl^"", fverdovskii• s data yielded transport numbers 
for these ions of 0.2, 0.6, and 0.2, respectively. 
A modification of the above aiethod was employed by 
Shcherbakov (5) in studying the same melt.- The tubes which 
formed the electrode oompartHients were pressed tightly 
against a glass plate immersed in the salt. Ihia was again 
desi^aed to prevent baekflow, while permitting the passage 
of ctarrent between the ends of the tubes and the surface of 
the plate. Sacherbakov*s results, although very erratic, 
14 
were apparently in disagreement idth those of Tverdovskii 
(4)« Shchertoakov reported that the magnesium behaves aa a 
cation, carrying anywhtre from 2 to 50^ of the current. 
13i« first attempts to measure the transport numbers 
of the ions in pure fused salts were carried out by Karpachev 
and Pal'guev (6) on »lten load chloride. Ihese workers 
separated the electrode eompartments by K©ans of a plug of 
tightly packed shredded asbestos. Making allowance for the 
weight of salt soaked up by the membrane, they meaaured the 
changes in weight of ttoe compartraents before and after elec­
trolysis. ®xey also tried putting soiue radioactive Pb"*"*" 
in the anolyte and measuring the rate of appearance of 
activity on the other side of the membrane. Transport num­
bers calculated from the two types of measurements showed 
fair agreement, tti© indicated value of t^ being 0.8. Here 
again the authors failed to justify the use of the membrane 
in terms of the possible errors discussed earlier. They 
did consider the possibility of such errors, nevertheless, 
and carried out experiments deallied to show that the mem­
brane was not influencing the measured transport numbers. 
This part of the work unfortunately showed a lack of under­
standing of the nature of transport numbers in fused salts. 
It will be discussed dtiortly, along with some similar papers. 
He cent work by Wetaore and his coworkers (7) describes 
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attempts to iroasure the transport numbers of the tons In 
mixtures of molten salts by means of a Hittorf-type experi­
ment, Hie well known Hittorf method (8) for determining the 
transport niimbers of the ions in aqueous electrolytes in­
volves, of course, analysis of the concentration changes 
ocouring around the electrodes during electrolysis. These 
workers ©lectrolyzed molten mixtures of AgHOg and NaNOg 
between Ag electrodes in a cell consisting of two compartments 
Joined by large capillary tube. Ihe purpose of the tube was 
not to prevent backflow, but imrely to reduce mixing of the 
anolyte and catholyte by diffusion and convection, llhe 
anode compartment was drained after electrolysis and its 
contents analyzed. Ihese data, together with the results of 
the analysis to determine the composition of the original 
mixture, were subjected to the following interpretation. 
Starting with the equations 
- ^ 1 + ~ ^1^ 
ng s n° - ztg 
tj -f tg + tj • 1 
4 = 
where n^^ and ng are the initial numbers of equivalents of 
AgHOg and NaNOg, respectively, in the anolyte before 
electrolysis, n^^ and ng the same quantities after electroly­
16 
sis with. £ faradajs of electricity, t^^, tg and tg the trans­
port nuatoers of the silver, sodium and nitrate ions, respec-
ti'^ely, and I® and Ng the initial equivalent (mole) frac­
tions of th® t'wo salts in the homogeneous mixture, Wetmore 
derived the equation 
t i  s  1  -  -  l f t 5  ( 1 )  
where 0 - ^^2^1 " ^ l"^8^/£* 
Equation (1) can also be written in the form 
tg s {0 - tg)/!! ^2) 
by making appropriate SEubstitutions and rearranging. 
Hie important step made in the development of equation 
(1) was the elimination of the quantities n£ and ng. Ihis 
mad® it possible to obtain experimentally an equation in 
the transport nuntoers without using a sharply defined anode 
compartaent, by Barely draining off mifficient anolyte to 
include the total concentration change around the anode. 
Although the equation does not give the exact values of the 
transport numbers, limiting approximations can be made by 
assuming that the transport number of each ion lies between 
isero and one* Thus, it is apparent from equation (2) that 
0 ^ tg since tg has its maximum value when 
t2 s 0» Substituting these limiting values for tg into 
equation (1), gives (1 - t^^ (l - ^ 2^). it turned 
out experimentally that for the concentration range studied. 
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0< if <0.25, this ex;pression defined values for tj^ within 
rather narrow liaits# Thi® enabled i^tmore to report that 
the transport nxa^®T of the silver ion is very nearly a 
0 linear function of its equivalent fraction up to • 0.244, 
at which concentration 0.81 ^  t^^i 0.86. It should be pointed 
out that these mixtures represent a particularly fortunate 
choice, the mrrow limits depending on the relatively high 
value of tj^ at low concentration of AgHOg. 
fetmore subsequently applied the same approach to mix­
tures of AgiOg and AgQl (9) again electrolyzed between Ag 
electrodes, lie result® obtained did not appear consistent 
with the asauaptioa that the current is carried only by 
fimple ions, since in order to assign a positive transport 
number to the chloride ion it was necessary to assume that 
the nitrate ion carries at least half the current. In view 
of his results with the AglOg-NalOg system, Wetmore felt the 
latter assumption to be unreasonable. He therefore suggested 
that some complex cationic species such as AggCl'*' takes part 
in conducting the current. 
In reviewing this excellent work of Wetisore, in which 
one of the chief experimental obstacles to the measurement 
of transport ntaabers in mixtures was eliminated, the ques­
tion naturally arises as to whether the "transport fractions" 
referred to by Wetwjre are consistent with the transport 
18 
ntambers daflnecl in the previous section. It i^ill he noted 
that In Wetmor#*s derivation of equation (1) no mention Is 
mad® of a reference frame. Oareful consideration of equa­
tion (1) Itself TOveals, however, that no reference frame 
Is necessary, aiat is to say, no matter what frame the 
transport numtoers are referred to, the equation Is still 
valid. If the t's are referred to some particular refer­
ence, stianglfig this frame to some other one merely transforms 
the equation hack into itself # 15ils fact is perhaps most 
clearly understood when one considers what the result would 
have been had Wet»ore inserted a porous membrane between 
the compartments to prevent backflow. Since all concentra­
tion changes occur at the electrodes, and not at the mem­
brane, any analysis of the anolyte which includes all the 
change is not affected by the presence of the mmbrane, un­
less the concentration change has actually extended back 
past that points "Sius, provided the nature of the conduc­
tivity process is unaffected by the presence of the large 
liquid-solid interface within the membrane, the experi­
mental analysis will be identical to that obtained in cells 
without membranes# 
Hie reference frame is, of course, partially fixed 
when the assumption is mde that none of the transport num­
bers are less than aero. For a simple Ionic melt such as 
the A^Og-lalOg system this assumption seems justified. It 
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is Important to keep in ndnoi, nevertheless, that the assump­
tion of siBipl© Ionic species is inherent in any calculation 
of transport niimbers itiioh does not include specific allow-
anc© for current "being carried toy complex species, and hence 
that the results imj be Msleading when subjected to micro-
soopio interpretation* 
Bie work reviewed thus far consists of papers in which 
the transport numbers i»asured may be related, or even 
identioal, to the meaningful transport numbers defined in the 
present work. Mention should also be made of some of the 
less constructive approaches to the problem* The purpose is 
not only to show how confusing the meaning of transport 
numbers in fused salts has been to some workers, but also to 
save future reviewers from the task of analysing these 
papers. 
A series of measurements on molten bromides was car­
ried out by Isbekow {10) in 1926. He electrolyzed mixtures 
of AlBrg with other bromides in a tubular cell ^iich had no 
partitition between compartments. 'The cathode was a plati­
num coil in each experiment, the nature of the anode depend­
ing on the mixture being studied. For the mixture of AlBrj 
and We the anode was an aluminum platej for the AlBrs-AgBr 
mixture a silver anode was used; for AlBrg-sbBrg an antimony 
plate served as anode. The metal deposited at the cathode 
20 
in ®aoi:i case was tiie same as that of the anode material. 
Isbeko?J calculated transport nuntoers t>y assuming in each 
case that the AlBrg acts as an inert solvent ^th respect 
to which the foreign ions carry current. His treatment was 
thus analogous in every respect to the conventional Hittorf 
method (8) for determining transport numbers in aqueous 
solutions, the only difference being the change of solvent. 
Pure aluminum bromide is known to be a very poor conductor. 
Althou^ this fact raay seem to justify Isbekow's assumption, 
it mema most likely that solvation of the electrolyte being 
introduced wHl give rise to complesc species such as AlBr^. 
aiis prediction is aiparently born out by the results on a 
mixture containing 12^ by weight iSBr {equivalent fraction 
KBr s 0.0922) for which the transport number of the ion 
is reported to be 1.14. Application of the treatment 
developed by Wetmore (7) to Isbekow*s data gives 0 z 1.12, 
whidi shows that the aluminum ion unat have a negative 
transport number. It is interesting to note that the 
transport numbers calculated by Isbekow come quite close to 
those calculated from his data by Wetmore»s method, provided 
the assumption is mad® in the latter treatment that the 
transport number of the bromide ion is zero. Thus in the 
ease already mentioned, Isbekow's value of 1.14 for tg 
may be compared wife t^. (max.) s 1.12 obtained by the other 
method, making the indicated assumption. Similarly, for a 
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solution of equivalent fraction 0.0734 AgBr in AlBr^, t^^ 
is reported to be 0»84, while the latter method gives 
z 0«85« Tjae equivalent fraction of SbBr^ in 
the mixture studied ws 0*850« Here the value of tg-^ 
reported is 0,95, which can be compared with z 0.96 
calculated bj Wetmore's method. It should be pointed out 
that the alight dlscrepencles are nevertheless real ones, 
depending not on errora in the calculations, but on the 
natures of the B»thods of calculation used. 
Although the assumption that AlBr^ acts as an inert 
solvent m&j be at least partially Justified, this work of 
Isbekow seems to have established an unfortunate precedent. 
For in subsequent studies on MaGl-Pb<ILg and on KCSl-PbClg 
mixtures Antipin (11) and Balayakov and Samusenko (12) used 
similar cells to calculate even less significant transport 
numbers. Healizlng that lead chloride is too good a con­
ductor to be considered inert, these workers chose such 
arbitrary frames as the walls of the electrode compartments 
themselves for reference. Thus, Antipin took great pains 
to weigh the compartments before and after electrolysis, 
while Baimakov and Samusenko inferred the Initial weights 
of catholyte and anolyte from a combination of their final 
weights with the known density of the original mixture. 
Although the fori»r paper was not available for study and 
possible analysis of the data by the method described 
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earlier, it appears unlikely that such an analysis wjuld 
have been fruitful, since the values quoted from this work 
show irreconcilable deviations (12). Th.® latter study not 
only showed similar deviations, but reported the data in a 
way that showed either an inexcusable method of analysis, 
or a lack of comprehension of the first principles of 
chemistry. For the figures indicate, in most cases, an 
excess of the number of cations over the number of anions 
in the same coHipartment. Attempts to discover any sort of 
systematic error proved fruitless, the data apparently con­
tributing nothing whatever to an understanding of transport 
numbers is fused salts. 
'Hie problem of the meaning of transport numbers in pure 
fused salts was considered by Schwarz (13). He reasoned 
that the transport numbers of the ions in pure salts must 
depend on the nature of the electrode processes occuring, 
the "transport numbers" to which he referred being tacitly 
defined with respect to the electrode surfaces. Schwarz 
therefore concluded that the concept of transport numbers in 
pure fused salts is meaningless. His argument, which la 
identical to the consideration in the previous section 
(pages 4 and 5) of the case where transport numbers are 
defined with respect to the electrode surfaces, was appar­
ently sufficiently convincing that Kortum and Bockris 
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(14, p« SIO) make reference to It In agreeing that transport 
numbers in pure salts are uieaningless. 
The work of larpaohtv and Pal'guev (6) discussed earlier 
contains a similar raisconception. It was shown that the 
transport numbers they measured in a cell containing a porous 
asbestos iwmbrmne m&j be consistent with the quantities 
defined here* In their attempt to justify the method, how-
ewr, they n»asur©d quantities which bear no relation to 
these transport numbers* For this experiment they employed 
a cell in which the compartments were joined during elec­
trolysis by removing a stopper whi ch originally separated 
them. At the start of the experiment only the anolyte con­
tained radioactive Pb"*"*". By comparing the loss of activity 
from the anode compartment idth that due to convection and 
diffusion in a similar cell throu^ which no current was 
passed, the authors calculated the quantity of electricity 
carried out of the anolyte by Pb"*"*. It is clear that their 
results, whlcfe Aowed large fluctuations, could have been 
calculated more accurately vdthout bothering to carry out 
ttie experin^nts# Por, since flow between the compartments 
•was permitted, the transport numbers were defined by the 
particular electrode processes taking place. In this case 
the processes Involved liberation of chlorine at the anode 
and of lead at the cathode, so that the ti^nsport numbers 
were 0.& for each ion with respect to the electrodes. The 
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aecuffiulatlng lead at tiae cathod# forces some of the liquid 
to flow back into the anode compartment, however, so that 
the transport number of th® lead ion with respect to the 
boundary of that coaipartment is somewhat eroaller, depending 
on the relative sizes of the compartments. The values 
of tp^ reported by th® authors for three su<ai experiments 
were 0.09, 0.22 and 0.34. 
Some confusion as to the reference frame Involved is 
encountered in evaluating the l.M.F. method used by Van 
Artsdalen and his coworkers (15) to measure the transport 
numbers of the ions in mixtures of fused salts. It is based 
on the well known ooncentration cell method used in aqueoua 
solutions (14, pp. g67-'70) wherein the potential is deter­
mined with and id.thout a liquid Junction between two solu­
tions of the salt having different concentrations, the former 
potential depending on th© transport numbers of the ions 
crossing the Junction. Bie author's reasoning in this case 
apparently was as follows. Consider a cell containing two 
solutions in contact of silver nitrate in sodium nitrate, the 
silver ion concentration being greater on side A than on side 
B. The B.M.F. of the cell is measured using silver electrodes 
in each compartment. This potential is taken to be a measure 
of the free energy change accompanying {1) the discharge 
of one equivalent of silver ions at the electrode on aide A, 
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(g) th® dissolution of one equivalent of silver ions at th© 
electrode on ©id# B, (3) the transport of equivalents 
of silver iona across th® junction from solution B into 
solution A, (4) the transport of t equivalents of sodium 
ionB from B into A, and (S) the transport of twQ^ equiv-
3 
alents of nitrate ions from A into B. Ihe net result is 
thu« taken to to© the transfer of {1 - t^g) equivalents of 
AglOg from a solution in which its mole fraction is to 
one in «hich the AglO^ eon centra ti on is nrhsre is 
greater th,an accompanied by the transfer of tj^^ equiv­
alents of lalOg from Ng^ to and 
^2A •" %A)» Ihis corresponds to a free energy change 
of - (1 - RT to (H ia/H ib) - tj,, RT to (Hgg/Ng^), pro-
vided th© solutions are. sufficiently ideal that the activ­
ities can b© taken equal to th© mole fractions. If the 
process Is carried out reversibly, a situation which is very 
nearly appro^d-mated by wasuring the reversible potential, 
this free energy can be equated to the electrical work done 
in passing one faraday of electricity at the potential of 
the cell at an infinitesimal f«te. This gives 
^ich can b® written 
E = ET/F to I'' <»> 
by making th© substitution 1 - t^g s Since 
equation (3) contains two unknowns. Van Artsdalen here made 
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the assumption tb&t Z 0, an appj'o:xiraation he felt to 
ha¥e been juitifled by Wetmore's results (7). ISie values 
of thus given by th® first part of equation (3) wre 
reported {16) by fan Artsdalen for the sarae concentration 
rang© as that inv©8tigat«d by Wetmor©, th© "concentration'' 
being taken in each cas® as the aean of the two concentra­
tions usea. Til© agwement was noted to be poor, since the 
values of "wer# substantially ampler than Wetmore's in 
every case, 
ferhaps th® most obvious shortcoming of the approach 
just diacusaed is the assumption that the transport nurabers 
of th® ions do not <aepend on concentration# In an aqueous 
solution of a single binary electrolyte this is not too bad 
an approxlfflatlon over a limited concentration range, since 
th© concentrations of the two current-carrying species are 
alway© Mentieal. A much different situation prevails in 
the mixture of molten salts under consideration here. For 
the only way that the concentration of the silver ion can be 
increased is by decreasing the concentration of its competi­
tor, the sodiua lon» 'ftie fractions of the current carried 
by t}» two lona are therefor© almost certain to change, a 
prediction that Is confirmed by Wet»ior@*s data (7). 
Aasuadng that the transport numbers in equation (3) 
represent some sort of mean value for the two solutions, it 
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again becomes Important to decide what reference frame they 
are being measured with respect to. From the fact that 
transport from one solution into the other is the only-
ionic migration considered In the derivation, it is apparent 
that the reference is the junction between the two solutions. 
It should toe clear that the position of this junction is 
defined by the two cations, since the only thing that changes 
in going from one solution to the other is the ratio of 
silver to sodium ions. If these two ions have different 
mobilities, the passage of current will cause one ion to get 
ahead of ttie other, so that the position of the boundary will 
no longer toe clearly defined. Ilius it is not clear in this 
case just what the reference is. For the case where both 
cations have equal mobilities, so that the boundary remains 
sharply defined, It is easily shown that the transport num­
bers measured by this method are trivial. For since the 
cations define the junction between the solutions, the only 
ions that can cross this boundary are the anions. The 
reference has thus been chosen in such a way that anions are 
bound to have unit transport niamber regardless of their 
ability to move, the cations carrying no current whatever 
with respect to themselves. Substituting tjj^^ s 0 and 
tjjQ^ s 1 Into equation (3) gives 
S s Rt/F In (Nij^/Nlg). (4) 
Equation (4) obviously gives the potential that would toe 
2Q 
found for such a cell under these clroumstances, since the 
net result of reversiblj passing one faraday -would "b© the 
transfer of on® equl'sralent of A^fOg from solution A to 
solution B, 'fti© above transport nunflaers are clearly not 
conalstent with those defined in the present work. 
Sola® mention stiould toe aade of attempts to infer 
transport nuaibers from the value® of related experimental 
quantities. Ifee conductivities of aolten salts, for example, 
were taken as an Indication of the transport nuaibers of the 
component ions toy Blooa and Heymann (16). ISiese workers 
compared the conductivities of a nusaber of salts at the 
arbitrarily chosen temperature of 10^ atoove the absolute 
aielting point. In comparing the alkali halides under such 
conditions, they noted that the equivalent conductivities 
show a strong dependence on the nature of ttie cation, tout 
very little dependence on the anion. From this they in­
ferred that the cations protoatoly carry most of the current 
in these salts. 'Bie saw considerations applied to a 
numtoer of di«-unival#nt salt® indicated tiiat the singly 
charged anions take a much itore important part in carrying 
the current, ifciile such inferences are at best qualitative 
in nature, and a satisfactory justification for the arbi­
trary choice of ten^erature has never been advanced, these 
studies suggest further evidence that the conductivities of 
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molten ©loctrolyt#® can be subdivided Into ionic components. 
Such work also helps provld© a stimulus for additional 
research on ti'an.sport nu^©rs. 
A different method of inferring transport numbers has 
been suggested by Van Artsdal®n (15). An equation relating 
th® self-diffusion coefficient of an ion to its conductivity 
known a® th® l«mst«.Einstein equation {2, p. 556j 17) has 
b©@n applied successfully both to solid salts and to aqueous 
electrolytes at infinite dilution. It was felt by Van 
Artsdalen that the equation should also be applicable to 
fused salts. On the basis of Berne and Ile®m»s data (18) 
for the diffusion of labeled Tl"** into normal Tld, Van 
Artsdalen calculated the transport number of the thallium 
ion in this salt to be 0.94. The applicability of Nemst-
Einstein equation to fuised salts seems unlikely, however, 
since its derivation Is based on the assumption that the 
motion of each Ion is independent of the motion of other 
ions, an assumption that can only be valid when the current 
carriers are relatively far apart. Self-diffusion data for 
aqueous solutions of NaCl (19), Indicate that the Nemst-
Elnstein equation Is not applicable to solutions of elec­
trolytes at concentrations greater than about 0.5 M. Ihis 
would seem to rule out its us® as a method of determining 
transport numbers in fused salts. 
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IV. BESCRIPHOl AHP JtTSTIH CATIOH OB^ A NEW CELL 
FOR lEAStJEIia miSPOKT NUMBERS 
11 PFRB FUSED SALTS 
At Objectlws Iti Desiring the Oell 
In the light of the dtsmsslon. in the preceding section 
It is clear that any direct method for measuring the trans­
port numbers of the ions in pure aiolten salts must include 
some pro-vision for preirenting iriscous flow of the reference 
frame, l«e«. the ions which are not carrying current at any 
given instant, under a gravitational head. TOille the use of 
porous Hiemhranes iwsuld appear to he most effective for this 
purpose, inch TOinhranes are also most likely to have an 
effect on the transport nusibers, due to the large liquid-
solid interface concentrated at the point relative to which 
the transport nuntoers are being measured. Tb.e approach 
decided upon for the present research was therefore (a) to 
develop a practical oell lnco.rporatlng the us® of a 
porous membrane, and (b) to determine to what extent the 
use of such a aeabran# can be Justified.. 
One of the principal experimental difficulties encoun­
tered by previous workers was the accurate measureojent of 
Zl 
th© Qhange® ta.king place withia the c«ll« In weighing th© 
Initial and. final quantitias of salt In aach coinpartraent, 
it ms n©c©3sarj to break open ©ach cell after a single run. 
aitn, allowanc# had to b® sad© not only for loss due to 
evaporation from lda® surface of the liquid, "but also for the 
q^uantitj of salt isoated up by the membrane. ®iese diffi­
culties suggeated th© use of a cell in which volume changes, 
rather than wel^t changes could b© laeasured without remov­
ing the cell f?o» th® furnace, and in which the surface 
areas of the two oompartwents would be equal, so that evap­
oration errors would b® negligible. 
It would be imposalble to design a cell which would be 
ideally suited to tto® measureaent -of transport numbers in 
all fused salts, sine® individual problems are associated 
with the study of each salt. Ihus, for example, it la 
important to consider such factors as the temperature range 
to be employed, th® nature of the electrodes to be used, the 
conductivity of the salt, and the etability of the molten 
aalt toward air and aoiitur®. Ihe cell to b® described was 
therefore developed gpeelfleally for the study of one aalt, 
lead chloride., PbSlg, being the ialt that was aete cted. 
The choice was based not only on the highly ionic character 
of this relatively low melting hallde, but also on the fact 
that the data obtained could be compared with that from th© 
already discussed mrk of Karpachev and Pal»guev (6). It 
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appeared also that the use of a cell which permitted the 
TOasureaient of transport numbers in lead chloride could be 
extended to a nuniber of other salta without serious modi­
fication# 
B, fhe Oell and Accompanying Apparatus 
'Hae cell shoma In Figure 1 proved to be the most 
practical of a nuBtoer of modifications tested, all based on 
the saiB© principle# It is constructed of Pyrex glass and 
stands about 5 inches hl^. Of the two horizontal tubes 
Joining the vertical electrode coiapartinsnts the upper is 
a unifom capillarj of about g,5 jua, inside dlaaseter, while 
the lower Is about 10 im# in diameter and contains the 
Membrane which Is to separate the comparta»nts. "Hie mem­
brane itself is a Corning fritted glass disk of "ultrafIne" 
porosity»« 
While the over-all dtsfflnsions of the cell are not 
critical it is important that the section of each vertical 
©ompartiaent itiich extends above the level of the capillary 
be uniform tubing, except for the fla» at the top, of 
about 6 HM, inside diameter, the two sides being as nearly 
alike a® possible In ttils region. A piece of tungsten 
^Grading used by manufacturer to indicate relative 
pore size. 
Fig. X Ctell for d©terMJiiiatlon of transport numbers 
In pur© fused salts. 
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•wire is sealed through the bottom of each vertical compart-
»s3at, from which it eTOrgee into the holloM? glass foot 
mderneath. Here the tungsten la fused to a more flexible 
piece of nickel wire which projects from the cell where it 
can be connected to a power source. Hie front of each glass 
foot is pinched around the emerging nickel wire to help 
prevent the brittle nickel-tungsten joint from breaking. 
IJie power to operate the cell was supplied In these 
experiments bj a pair of six-volt storage batteries connected 
in parallel. Currents detemined by noting the scale de­
flection on m accurately calibrated Leeds and Northrup 
galvanometer connected with known resistors in such a way 
as to form a reliable aaimeter. 
A Hosklns electric fuimace was used to maintain the cell 
and salt at the desired temperature# The model employed 
had small holes throu^ the front and back which permitted 
the capillary of the cell to be illuminated by a light 
from behind, and observed from to front with a cathetometer. 
Temperatures were determined by means of a chromel-alumel 
thermocouple, the tip on which was located near the center 
of the oell» 
C. Ixpe rlB®n tal Pro ce dure 
Sufficient molten lead was added to each compartment 
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of tfe© cell to form pools -which covered the tungsten -ssdres 
and thereby served as lead electrodes* Care was taken to 
prevent atmospheric oxidation of the lead, either by melting 
It under nitrogen, or by dropping solid pieces of lead Into 
molten lead chloride, fhe remainder of the cell vos filled 
to a point just above the level of the capillary isith fused 
lead chloride• Thin was done in such a iway that an air 
bubble about 0«5 cm# long was trapped in the horizontal 
capillary. aRpearanee of the bounding surfaces of this 
bubble, when viewed through the telescope, indicated that 
there would be no tendency for any liquid to flow around 
the bubble, and hence that the bubble would move along 
with the coluam of liquid in the capillary. 
On passing a current of about 0.5 amp through the cell, 
the bubble was observed to Move sO-owly in the direction of 
the cathode compartiaent. The rate of this motion was 
measured in the following way. As the trailing edge of the 
bubble passed the vertical crosshair of the ca the tome ter, 
a timer was started and the exact current noted. About 
0»5 go of powdered lead chloride was then weighed out onto 
a deflagrating epoon. This was Inserted into the oven and 
emptied into the flared top of the cathode compartment, 
causing the bubble to move rapidly back to the other side 
of the crosshair. As the trailing edge of the bubble 
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arrived one© more at the crosshair, the timer mas stopped, 
'ttie current was again obser'ved and the exact time of the 
run noted# Such an experiment took ahout 700 seconds# 
During each run the teas^serature was also noted. After 
two or three such run a fee direction of current flow was 
reefersed. !Ihis procedure could toe continued as long as the 
level of the liquid in each vertical compartinent remained 
within the uniform section of the column. 
D. Calculation of fr&nsport Huafi)ers from Experimental Data 
Ihe equation relating transport nuaibers to measured 
experlBiental quantities is derived as follows, 'ftie assump­
tion is first made that the only current-carrying species 
in th© melt are Pto'^'^'and 01 . ®ie passage of £ faradaya of 
electricity thus torlngs about the transfer of zt_ equiv­
alents of PtoGlg from catholyte to anolyte accompanied by 
th# transfer of % equivalents of lead from anode to cathode, 
as shown in the discussion on pages 11 and 12. Letting 
*^PbQ,g respective densities of the two 
liquids, this amounts to a tjronsfer of [{zt. x eq. wt. 
cc. of liquid from 
cathode to anode compartment, so the bubble must be dis­
placed by an equal volume in the direction of the cathode# 
Since the bubble is in the same place at the beginning and 
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end of one experiment, the salt added to the cathode com«<* 
partment during the I'un must have exactly nullified this 
displacement. And since both compartmenta are of the same 
diauBter and uniform at the surface of the liquid, one half 
th© volume of the added liquid must flow through the capil­
lary from the cathod© toward the anode compartment in 
causing this counter-displaoemeat of th© bubble. !Ihe former 
'^'olum© may therefor# be equated with on® half th© latter: 
Et^ X @q. wt, PbClg z X eq. Pb l/g wt. PbClg added 
'd • Q d 
PbGlg Pb 
Solving for th« tranaport nu»b«r gives 
wt# PbCSl added ©q. wt. Pb x '^PbCJl 
2 
t, Z ( 5 )  
8 
Experimentally it was found that the current reiHaimd 
very nearly constant during the course of a run, usually 
showing a slight drift in one direction. In view of this, 
an accurate measujpe of the number of couloBibe passed was 
obtained by merely taking the product of the time and the 
average current. The ratio Rp^Q^ of (wt. PbClg added}/ 
(oouloabs pasted) determined in each experiment should be 
a constant. Multlplication of ^7 96,500/2 gives the 
first term o f  th© niaaerator in equation ( 5 ) .  
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In principle it should be possible to measure the 
ratio of densities required in the second term using the 
same cell. Sius, if lead were added to the cathode coiapart-
Hient instead of lead chloride, a new ratio Spb would be 
obtained# Si© desired density ratio would then, of course, 
be given by 
^PbGl_ ^PbCl^ 
8 I , 
^Pb ' ^ptj 
It was foxmd, however, ttmt addition of lead gave results 
of poor reproducibility, due to the tendency of the metal 
to cling to the glass and oxidiz;® there, rather than run 
freely into the melt. Oomparison of the density ratio 
obtained in this way nevertheless showed good agreement 
with literature values, but considerably poorer accuracy. 
Density figures In the literature were tiaerefore used in 
calculating th® transport numbers of lead chloride to be 
reported here (go,21). 
Uie transport nuntoer of the chloride ion in PbCl 
8 
calculated by the above method from data obtained with the 
cell desccibed is 0.758 +• 0.014 at 565^0. It should be 
pointed out that if it could be ahowi that the current ia 
actually carried b^-^ oomplex ions of known formulas, the data 
could readily be reinterpreted in terms of the entities 
Involved* If, for example, the anions were PbClg", the same 
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r@asoiling as used above would lead to the conclusion that 
t^ equivalents of PbCPbGlgJg are transferred from catholyte 
to anoljte for each faraday passed. Bae only change in 
equation (5) would be the substitution of eq. wt. PbCPbClg)^ 
for eq. wt» PbCl„, »o that the actual value of t_ would be 
one-third of the value calculated on the assumption of a 
simple anion. 
E. Iffects of Ixperiaiental Variations 
1. Quantity of added salt 
'lie quantity of salt added during the course of a single 
run was varied from less than 0.1 to more than 2 g. Since 
thee# @3cp@rla@nts were all run at about the aame current, 
this meant that the time of the run also varied over more 
than a twenty-fold range. data showed no change in 
^PbGl with these variations, all the values obtained 
S 
lying within the experimental error. 
2* OB 11 dimensions 
Hie dimensions of only two parts of the cell appeared 
to be Important, fhei® are the diameter of the horizontal 
capillary and the diaa»t@rs of the vertical compartments 
above the level of the level of the capillary. "Ehe latter 
must be sjasall enough so that a aaaH increase in the volume 
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of liquid In one compartment causes the level to rise appre­
ciably, since th© hydrostatic pressure difference between the 
compartments deper^s only the difference in levels. It was 
found t}"iat tubes as large as IS bibi« In dianBster did not 
permit sufficient head to form for accurate results. If the 
tubes are too saall, on the other hand, surface effects may 
hinder rapid equilibration of the levels. Ihe 6 umi. tubing 
finally selected was small enough so that the bubble would 
ffiove on addition of a few milligrams of salt, but large 
enough so that no appreciable capillary rise of the molten 
salt could be observed in the tube# 
Site inportano® of uniforadty of these tubes was shown 
in the discussion of the method of calculating results. In 
practice it was found that reversal of the direction of 
current flow sometimes gave appreciable differences in the 
value of * Changing th© direction frequently and 
averaging th© results, however, always gave values in good 
agreement with previous work, so that absolute symmetry of 
the cell of this part of the cell is not essential. 
lie horizontal capillary must be large enough so that 
th# column of liquid containing th© bubble moves easily and 
imoothly under a small pressure gradient. When a 2.0 mm. 
capillary was used, me movement of th© bubble was observed 
to be Jerky and irregular, me measured values of Rpto(3i 
4-1 
for the cell containing this capillary were found to be 
quite erratic. The bubble movement with the 2.5 mm. capil­
lary, on the other hand, appeared much smoother, the measured 
results toeing considerably more reproducible. Chm ging to 
& 2*7 mm* capillary brought about no further improvement in 
the result®. 
S. Temperature 
Most of the experiments on lead chloride i*ere carried 
out at a temperature of about 565°C. Changing the tempera­
ture changes the density ratio of lead chloride to lead, 
so that a different value of is to he expected even 
if the transport numbers remain unchanged. Ihis change of 
density ratio waa the only apparent effect when the tempera-
o 
tur® was raised to 635 0. fhe value of t_^ measured at the 
higaer temperature was 0.757 +• 0.009 for seven experiments, 
isihich can be compared with 0.758 +• 0.014 for twenty-two 
o 
experia»nts' at 565 G. 
The use of Pyrex for a cell of this type is not 
practical at temperature! above 600°C., since the glass 
becoBBi 80 softened that the cell begins to deform. Attempts 
to adapt Vyoor or quartz to this use bring in additional 
experimental problems, smch as the difficulty of sealing 
tungsten wires through these materials and the difficulty of 
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obtaining frit tea diaks of the proper porosity. For this 
reason the prssent work was not ©xtended to higher tempera­
tures* 
4* Porosity arid mttrlal of th© meiabrane 
Six differtnt raemhranes were tested to determine the ef­
fect of changing the pore size and th© material of which the 
raemhrane is constrtieted# 13i@ res^ults indicated a dependence 
on pore fis© for pores of greater than a certain minimum dla-
Bieter«. Fro¥id0d th® pores were $mall enough, however, no de­
pendence on the chemical nature of the memhrane material 
could toe detected* ®ie specific data are shown in Table 2.# ' 
ISie coarse, iwsdiua, and fin© porosity membranes were 
already available in the form of fjmx sealing tubes. Ihe 
center section of the cells containing the other three 
membranes had to be made ©specially for this purpose. Ihus 
a Pyrex Buchner type funnel containing m ultrafine poroaity 
fritted disk was converted into such a tube. Ifee average pore 
dian»ters quoted by the manufacturer (22) for these four 
dliks are 40-60 laicron®, 10-15 microns, 4-5*5 microns and 
0.9-1.4 microns, »spectlvely. fhe asbestos plug was made 
by packing finely shredded wet asbestos against a coarse 
porosity di^ in a tube, drying, and asallng another disk 
on the other side. A circular piece was cut from an unglazed 
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Table 2 
Summary of results of transport number experiments on fused 
PbCl« at 565 C« using various membranes 
Membran© 
3 Avg. 
Ho. Kpbri 3e10 deviation 
of of 
expts. (avg.) RpbClo 
t« 
(avg.) 
"CSoars®" porosity® ^ 
fritted glass disk 1 0 
"Medium" porosity®' 
fritted glass disk 11 
'•Plne" porosity® 
fritted glass disk 06 l.O'J'O 
"UltrafIne" porosity® 
fritted glass dials. 22 
Asbestos packed 
between two "coarse" 
porosity^ disk® 0} 
Porcelain disk cut 
from unglazed plate 25 1.190 
0.536 
0.958 to .045 0.6692t0.016 
SO,048 0.711t0.017 
1.215 to.039 0.75810.014 
1.165 to.060 0.742i0.0g0 
t0.064 0.750t0.082 
^Grading used by manufacturer to Indicate relative pore 
size. 
^Bubble did not laove. 
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plate and staled Into a tube to form the porcelain membrane. 
It will be seen from Ifetole 2 that the results obtained 
with the latter three membranes show excellent agreement 
among themselves, all lying within the same range of ex­
perimental error# "Hie values for the first three membranes 
are all smaller, progressing downward as the pore size be­
comes larger. Cases in which the bubble failed to move even 
when a "fine" porosity disk was used are discussed in the 
section Immediately following. 
5* Strength of current 
In the investigation of the cell containing the coarse 
porosity aiembrane it was noted that addition of a small 
quantity of salt to one aid® of the cell caused the bubble 
bo move rapidly in the opposite direction. Passage of 
current through the cell nevertheless caused no detectable 
movement of the bubble. It thus appeared that movement of 
the liquid in the capillary iwas more rapid than flow 
through the membrane under a large hydrostatic head, v*iile 
the latter process was more rapid under a small one. Since 
the rate of flow of a liquid through a constriction siiould 
alwaya be directly proportional to the head, this apparently 
paradoxical result could only be explained by assuming that 
the liquid containing the air bubble in the capillary had a 
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certain inertial resistance to flow which was greater than 
that for the liquid in the memhrane. In view of the failure 
of the huhhX© to mom in transport experiments using the 
coarse jaembran©, baokflow through the membrene seemed a 
likely explanation for the low results obtained with the 
medium md fine porositj disks as compared with the other 
three results* 'Hie above reasoning therefore suggested 
that at low enough currents, for which the rate of accu­
mulation of liquid in on© aide is very alow, the bubble 
mi^t also fail to move in cells containing the latter two 
B»mbrane & • 
fhis prediction was verified when it was found that the 
bubble failed to move in the cell containing the fine poros­
ity diik at currents below about 0.075 auip. At currents 
slightly above this level, nevertheless, the value of 
^PbCl appreciably different from the value ob-
'B 
tained using a current ten times as strong. It was also 
observed that no such lower limit could be found for the 
cell containing the ultraflne porosity disk. 
P. Validity of Transport lumbers Measured by This Method 
llie data presented in Table B show that the average 
deviation of Rp|3{a.g is generally around t At first 
glance this may not appear to be very good reproducibility 
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for experiiaents In which the quantities actually masured, 
the current, th® tim®, and the weight of salt added, can he 
determined with eonsiderahly greater accuracy. When it is 
reallaed, however, that the addition of 100 lag. of salt to 
one aoaipartaent changes the difference in levels hy less 
than 1 nun., ttoe experijBiental precision is seen to he re­
markably good, k possible source of error might be the 
tendency of some of the added salt to cling to the walls of 
the cell above the melt, ©le precision of the results would 
seem to indicate, however, that the quantity of salt thus 
retained by the walls does not vary significantly from one 
run to the next. 
Precise control cct the temperature was not a major 
factor in these experiments. It is likely that appreciable 
temperature gradients existed within the cell itself, since 
such gradloits are almost certain to be present in a muffle 
furnace with a large cavity at such elevated temperatures. 
"Bie demonstration of the lack of dependence of the trans­
port numbers on temperature over a 70® range indicates that 
such thermal gradients cannot be considered a source of 
error in these experiments. 
It was pointed out in the literature review that the 
use of membranes in the measurement of transport numbers has 
never been Justified by previous workers. Ihe important 
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sources of error to fee considered are the possibility of 
backflow and th© influence of the liquid-solid interface 
in redefining the transport numbers. It is instructive to 
consider how each of these might be expected to affect the 
data in daanging from one membrane to another. 
If some of the accumulating liquid flows back through 
th© membran®, it is clear that the measured value of Rptjd 
will be low# IHaat this is Indeed the cause of the first 
three low results in Table 2 was demonstrated by the 
failure of the bubble to move even with the fine porosity 
fritted disk at sufficiently low current. Ifee extent of 
such backflow should depend not only on the diameters of 
the pores, but also on their i^ape and length. Althougji 
the latter factors must certainly have been very different 
in the ultrafine fritted glass, the asbestos, and the 
porcelain membranes, the results in all three cases were 
identical wittiln th® experimental error* Coupling thia 
fact with the lack of current dependence demonstrated for 
the ultrafine porosity membrane seems to justify the con­
clusion that backflow did not cause appreciable errors In 
these experiments. 
A similar argument seems to rule out the presence of 
interfering surface effects. Such effects would be ex­
pected t.0 show a strong dependence not only on the size 
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and shape of the pores, hut also on the chemical nature of 
the Inside surfaces of these pores. For example, a surface 
that adsorbs positiTO ions more readily than negative -would 
facilitate the passage of negative ions, thus Increasing 
the apparent transport number of the negative ion. It is 
well known in the study of related electrokinetic phenomena 
that quantitative ujeasurements are so sensitive to the chemi­
cal nature of the surface that they are difficult to repro­
duce fjrom one glass capillary to another# Ihe complete 
lack of dependence of on the chemical nature of the 
membrane demonsti»t©d toy the data in Table g thus seems to 
prove that surface effects do not play a major part in defin­
ing the transport numbers measured by this method. 
Additional support for these conclusions coma from 
t-wo of the papers considered earlier. The membrane used by 
Karpachev and Pal'guev (6) was an asbestos plug considerably 
larger than the one used in these experiments. OSius the 
channels within the forror membrane were undoubtedly of 
different size, Aape and Imgth than those in the latter, 
mese workers nevertheless reported a value of about 
0.78 + 0.03 for t^, which is well within the e^cperimental 
error of the value obtained in the present work, ©le work 
of Lorens and Ruckatuhl (3) indicates an indirect confir­
mation of this value in the following way, The data of 
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Lorenz given In Tmble 3. {p* 10) can be used to calculate 
**transport numbers" for Pb"^'*' by assuming that only simple 
ions carry current in th© mixtures, regardless of the 
•validity of the assumption. While such transport nujabero 
may not express the actual fraction of current carried by 
Ph'*"*', they are an indication of what happens to the lead 
ions during electrolysis. A plot of these tran^ort numbers 
vs. equivalent fraction PbGlg Is shown in Figure S, all the 
data for tl» mixtures being taken directly from the work 
of Lorenz and Ruckstuhl (3). It is iraraediately noted that 
all but one of the points fall very nearly on a straight 
line* Adequate justification for the extrapolation of such 
a line cannot b© presented at this time. It does seem sig­
nificant, nevertheless^ that the extrapolated value of tp^^ 
if identical idth tiie value Measured in the present work, 
as is shown in the figure. Tliia would seem to add Lorenz* 
clay partition to the list of membranes for which tfm 
measured value of t^^ in PbCl^ is invariant. 
The lack of interfering surface effects is indicated by 
the results of still another e3^©riment. This was the meaa-
urement of the temperature dependence of the resistance of 
a transport cell containing pure PbCl . Considering ele c-
trolytic conductano© as a rate process, th^ temperature 
dependence of the conductivity of an electrolyte is a 
Pig. 2 Dependent of on concentration In mixtures of PbOlg and KCl. 
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measur'© of the "activation energy of ionic migration" (16)* 
fhe value of this quantity, denoted here by E*, is readily 
obtained from the following consideration. Let the specific 
Gcnductivity be ©;ipressed in the exponential form that is 
customarily used to represent the temperature dependence of 
any rete process (2)s 
.. , -sVRT W « A® ' • 
A plot of InK V8. 1/T s^iould thus give a straight line of 
slope Nearly straight lines have been found experi-
fflientally for laany fused salts (16). 1!hls has been taken to 
mmn that the process of ionic migration in a molten salt 
can to© characterized by m experimental activation energy 
which is closely i^lated to the heat of activation defined 
in the theory of rat© procesaes (2). Since the heat of 
activation is postulated to be dependent on the microscopic 
Biechanism of the process, the e:xperimental activation energy 
should reflect changes in ttiat «iechanism» Thus, if the 
Insertion of the laembran© affected the rates of motion of 
the ions relative to the bulk of the liquid, a change in the 
activation energy of conductivity might well be expected to 
accompany this change of mechanism. 'Riis would be especially 
lifeely if the individual ionio species actually have inde­
pendent activation energies, so that conductivity can be 
expressed as a sum of exponential termsi 
m 
K , S A,.-®!/'"' . (6) 
1 
Matii®Hiatl0al aaaljels of equation (6) for the caae where 
i a 2 rewals an Interesting consequence which evidently waa 
not suspected by previous workers# The assumption in the 
past (16) has been that obtaining a straight line from a 
plot of logH vg» l/f indicates one of two things about the 
^ A 
relative values of and I2? either they both have the 
same value, or one is so much greater than the other that 
the correiponding ion contributes negligibly to the conduc­
tivity. It can be shown, however, that there are actually 
a wide variety of values of the and for which a plot 
of logH V8» 1/T gives a curve which is not distinguishable 
from an experimental straight line over a temperature range 
of several hundred degrees. Hhe ^activation energy" cal­
culated from the slope of such a curve always lies some­
where between the two values of 1* selected, depending on 
the magnitude of each term as determined by both and E*. 
Since the transport numbers in a pure binary salt should be 
a measure of the relative weights of the two terms, any 
alteration of the transport nuraibers should cause a correspond­
ing change in the experimental activation energy of conduc­
tivity. 
Itie results of activation energy determiimtions on pure 
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PbSlg In o®lls with and v^ithout membranes are compared in 
Wlgnve 2f th© data for the l®.tt#r hding taken directly from 
th® work of Bloom and Heymann (16, p. 410). Only the slopes 
of these lines ar© to he compared, the absolute magnitude of 
the former conduotl'^lty depending on the unknown cell con­
stant* It sbould be noted that the experimental procedure 
used in the present wrk was extremely crude compared with 
the careful work of Bloom and leymann, who employed an 
elaborate system of temperature control (16)» 'The data for 
the cell with the ultraflne disk i»ere^ taken toy merely meas­
uring with a 1000 cycle conductivity bridge the resistance 
of a typical transport cell (Figure 1, p. 10) filled to a 
level below th® capillary with pure PbCHlg and standing in 
the muffle furnace* The tei^perature measured by the ther­
mocouple was thus that of the air in a region iramedlately 
outilde the cell, the asaumpfcion being made that this was 
also the temperature of the salt within the dlsk.-Js- Readings 
were taken as the oven was allowed to cool slowly, so that 
thermal equilibrium was not really established. Ihe slopes 
of the two lines showa in Figure S nevertheless show good 
agreement, the calculated activation energies lying within 
%lmost the entire IR drop across the cell occurs with­
in the membrane, the actual resistance of a cell containing 
PbClg being about 10 ohms. 
Pig, 3 Dependence of expepiaiental activation energy of conductivity of 
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0.5 koal. Sine© this sort of precision is s©3d om exceeded 
for such measurements, except in the most carefully con-
trollesa experiments, it can be stated that the presence of 
the membrane leaws the activation energy of ionic migration 
unchanged within the experimental error. 
Still anotiier factor remina to be taken into considera­
tion in Justifying the use of the cell described for raeasure-
men t of transport numbers in fused salts. This is the 
possible influence on the i»asured transport numbers of 
metal from the electrodes dissolved in the salt. While the 
exact nature of the solutions formed is not yet well under­
stood, the qualitative observation is that the color of 
normally yellow molten PbOlg, for example. Is changed almo.t 
to black at temperatures above 600°C. by the addition of the 
metal. Reports of quantitative determinations of the extent 
of this solubility vary, but the most recent work of Corbett 
and von Winbush (23) Indicates that the dissolved metal 
constitutes less than 0.1 mol® per cent of the melt in this 
ca se. 
To determine the possible effect of dissolved lead 
metal on the nature of ionic migration in fused PbClg the 
following experimnt was carried out. A transport cell con­
taining a fine poro^ty fritted disk was filled with pure 
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molten so that the tungsten wires served as elec-
trodes. Sue temperature dependence of the conductivity of 
this cell was now measured, readings being taken with an 
accuracy of about one part in three hundred. Following 
this, the salt was decanted into a beaker containing lead 
aetal# Hie liquids wer® allowed to stand in contact at 
600®C» until the very dark color of the aalt phase indicated 
probably saturation with the B»tal, Sxe salt was then 
decanted back Into the cell and its conductivity again meas­
ured as a function of temperature. The resistance readings 
taken at every temperature over aor© than a seventy degree 
range were observed to be identical with the values pre­
viously obtained for ttie pure salt within the accuracy of 
the instrument* !ttie fact that the presence of dissolved 
B»tal affecti neither the wtgnltude nor the activation 
energy of the conductivity of the salt would appear to 
justify the conclusion that the transport numbers also re­
main unaffected. 
Strictly speaking, the absence of surface effects due 
to the iwmbrane and the absence of any influence of dis­
solved metal on tfae transport numbers should be justified for 
each particular salt investigated. The above discussion 
suggests a simple @xperijs©nt which may be used as a general 
criterion to indicate the validity of the method for any 
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particular #alt imder consideration. By comparing the 
temperature dependence of th© Gomaueti-^ity ^asured in a 
transport cell containing the electrodes to he used with 
corresponding data for th® pure salt obtained using inert 
electrodes, it should toe poisihle to decide Aether these 
factors haw any Influence on the meohanism of the conduc­
tivity process^ A significant change In the slope of the 
log (l/R) xii curve would probably Indicate the in­
applicability of tdae method for the salt being studied. 
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¥. A CELL FOR IBASUIING THE TMSSPORT NUMBERS 
OF m IGIS 11 MIXTURES OP FUSED SALTS 
Bie 0©11 described in. the preceding section cannot be 
used for the exaict determination of the transport numbers 
of th® ions in a melt containing »ore than two current-
carrying ipecies. Under certain conditions, however, its 
uee should yield an equation in two unknowns which could be 
solved simultaneously with th© equation obtained from experi­
ments of the type omrried out by Wetmore (7) to give the 
exact transport nuabers of all three ions in a mixture. The 
conditions referred to require that the densities of catholyte 
and anolyte remain equal above the level of the capillary 
during the course of electrolysis* Attesaapts to circumvent 
this requirement by me use of a modified version of the cell 
will b© described along with the experimental results of 
transport number measurements on a mixture of AgNO, and 
lalOg, presented in the following section. The present sec­
tion will describe a cell which was developed for the purpose 
of obtaining in a single experiment the transport numbers of 
all ions Sn any experimentally feasible homogeneous mixture 
of salts. 
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Sie taMLBsport eell is tllmstrated In Figure 4, It is 
ooBsideratolf tamlltr than the other c©Xl standing only about 
2 inches h,ig}i» Again tfee cell is of Pyrex g3a ss and 
©©agists of tiro Qos^artmsntg separated by an ultrafine 
porosity fritttd glas® dlik. fungsten wires sealed througjti 
tbe b#tt©» ©f ©acb ©ompartajent and Joined to nickel wires 
provide eontftct wltki the metal electrodes to be used» No 
feet are neeetsary, since the cell stands in a sand bath 
whieh e®n b# placed directly into the furnace. 
'Hie procedure for operating the cell is as follows. 
Samples of th.®' homogenous ajixture of salts to be studied 
ftlready grotmd into a powder are weighed accurately into 
each of tii© two sides of the cell, using enough salt to fill 
It nearly to the top«^ 'Hae eell is now buried in the sand 
bath so -that sand aoaies almost to tiae top on the outside. 
After placing the batii to the fumaee with tdcie tip of a 
themowuple buried next to the cell, the temperature is 
raised to tfee desired level and the whole system allowed 
to stand until the temperature inside the bath agrees with 
the fum&o® temperature. It should be noted that better 
temperature control is desirable in these experiasents in 
Ob lilting, the liquid levels should not quite reach 
the top of the center seetion.^ 
Pig<, 4 Cell for mtasurlng transport numbers In mix­
tures of fused salts. 
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order to cut down mixing of the electrolyte by convection 
ana diffusion imder a teaperature gradient# If the activa­
tion energy of concSuetii^ity criterion for the iralidity of 
the BitfeoC discussed in the preceding section is to be used, 
the in@a®ur#»ntf should b# carried out at this point. To 
carry out the actual run a known quantity of electricity 
is passed throu^ ttie cell. An upper limit on the strength 
of current that can be used is established by the fact that 
the fritted dlak tends to overheat and fuse together when 
the electrical energy being expended exceeds about two 
watts# 
When the run i® coaislete, the bath is removed from the 
furnace and the cell quickly -withdrawn from the sand. After 
cooling the cell is carefully broken at the disk. This is 
not difficult, i.no« the glass is strained and may already 
be cracked at this point. She disk is now broken away from 
the salt on the other side, any adhering salt being care­
fully scraped into the appropriate compartment. The contents 
of each compartment are now analysed for the exact nxamber of 
equivalents of each ionic species present by a suitable 
procedure. 
lie transport nw^evn are readily calculated from the 
data as follows* laEcept for me species changed at the 
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electrodesj the iwiraber of equivalents of each Ion transferred 
from on© sid# to th® other during the passage of £ faradays 
Is given toy the direction of the transfer being deter­
mined, of course^ by the charge on the Ion* The correspond­
ing transfer for the ion formed at one electrode and removed 
at the other is,£(l • t^i) in th® direction opposite to that 
of Its migration* to find th© actual amounts transferred 
from the experlaental data the total number of equivalents 
of each ion in the cell^ is first obtained by adding 
the nuiiaers of equivalents of i in th© cathode and anode 
compartmrnta, and ng^* Division of by the sum of 
all lueh terms gives the initial equivalent fraction of i, 
o 
in l^e original homogeneous mixture# The original number 
of equivalents of i in each compartment, n^Q or n^, is thus 
given by multiplication of by the total number of equiv­
alents of aH ions present initially in that compartment, 
o ^ 
^TC latter quantities are found by assuming 
that equal amounts of salt were lost from each compartment 
by absorption into the membrane and by evaporation before 
the run was started* fhe total initial quantity of salt is 
• taten to be the sane a® the final number of equivalents foimd 
in both compartments* the fraction in each compartment 
initially is given by the ratio of the weight of solid salt 
put into that compartment originally to the total weight of 
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salt put into the cell. Multlplleatlon of this fraction toy 
the final total of equivalents of all species analyzed thus 
giws th® Initial numh©r of equivalents to be taken for 
each comparti»nt. Th® transport nuatoer of a cation, k, not 
Mduoed at the cattiode, for example, is given by t^. s 
wh#re th© quantities on the right are deter-
mined toy the raetho*! just (iescribed. 
Th® possibility that errors clue to backflow of the 
liquid through the Mmbrane mj be Introduced ia obviously 
inereased with this cell, since a sinall difference in levels 
will probably exist from the time the salt melts. Ihe 
qualitative observation th«t all the salts studied appear to 
show very little tendency to flow tairou^ ultrafine porosity 
disks seems at least partially to Justify the aiethod. For 
example, a diffejwnc# in levels of about 1 cm, of AgNO^, the 
leaet viscou® salt studied, showed no apparent decrease cm 
being left in a transport cell at 2S0®G, (40® above the 
Hieltlng point) for almost a week. If the asaumption can be 
made that the rate of flow with a D.O. current flowing ia 
the same as that with no current, rough calculations based 
on this obaervation indicate that the contribution of back-
flow will be negligible when this cell is used in transport 
number experiments* 
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VI, SOME SPIGIPIC miSPORf NUMBBR DITEFKINATIONS 
fh© sjcperiaentil applications of th® methods developed 
that mm actually oarrled out will now be described* 
r-esiil.ts obtained for fomr pujpe fused salt® ar® sumrorissed 
in fable S, tiie detail® of these experimants being presented 
on. the p«ge.s iime-dlatelj following. Reiults of a determina­
tion on a mixtmrt of salts utill also be considered in this 
®eotion» 
Table Z 
Results of transport niiHtoer determinations on 
four pure fused salts 
Salt So« of expts. t. (avg») 
PbCa_ §65 22 0.758 t 0.014 
635 7 0.757 ^ 0.009 
PbBr„ 500 11 0.653 + 0.015 
600 S 0.674 i 0.00S 2 
flCl 475 3 0.496 + 0.004 
S05 2 0»49g J 0.001 
5S5 t 0.493 ^ 0.000 
Agio- gis 2 0.S4 t O.Og 
275 2 0.24 ^ 0.02 
6S 
A» Lead Chlorld® 
1, lateylaliai 
e«rtifi©i rmg^nt lead chlorid® was used. Fur­
ther purification did not seem neoesaary, since small amounta 
of impurities had no apparent effect on the .results. Ihe 
lead metal ui*d for &e electrodes was "Baker Analyzed" 
reagent grade •• 
g* Procedure and otoaervations 
All pertinent infosraiation relating to the study of this 
salt was presented in the description of the cell, its use 
and its Justifioatlcaa# .Paper® deserlhing the work have also 
been published,in the literature (24,g5)» 
B» Iiead BroMlde 
1# laterials 
Fisher purified lead toroalde was recrystallized from 
0.1 M HBr. ©le crystals showed a Melting point of S70°G., 
which Identifies them with pure PbBrg rather than the sub­
stance melting at 480°0. which has often been mistaken for 
this compound in the past {26). She lead metal again was 
"Baker Analyzed reagent grade • 
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2# Frocedur® and obatrva tlons 
Pur© PtoBr mltn to a rtd liquid# Baawsd on the degree iS 
of darkening produced by addition of the metal, the quallta-
tlire ©stlimte la that the solubility of lead In this salt Is 
somewhat smaller at the temperatures employed than in PbClg# 
In order to test the validity of using lead electrodes and 
an ultraflne fritted disk the realstance of the transport 
cell was Hjeaaured as a function of temperature. Ilie acti-
TOtion energy found In this way is compared in Figure 5 
with that calculated from specific conductivity data for 
th# pure salt given in International Cri ti cal Table a {27, 
?ol« VI, p« 148) • Ihe agreejHent la even better than might 
be expected, contldering the possible imgnitude of experi­
mental error# 
In iplt® of the low melting point of this salt, it 
was not found possible to carry out accurate transport num­
ber measurements at a temperature of about 430®C., since 
the vlacoua and surface properties in this region are such 
that the bubble does not respond readily to a small differ­
ence in level»• Warming the salt to 500°C. eliminates this 
problem, however, so that reproducible results could be 
obtained at the latter temperatare# ®ie average value of 
%bBrg 500®G» was found to be {ltS95-t 0#050) x lO""^ 
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tor & series of eleven #>:p03Pi3n®nti# Goaiblnation of this 
figure wifch. density dafca in the literature for tiie salt 
i2&t p. 74) ana the uietal (21) gives I 0#653 t 0.013. 
At 600*^C» the reproducihilitj ms foxmd to be even 
better, tfae average value of "being {1.498 l 0.010) 
X 10 « ^aiia gives a value of 0#674 t 0«003 for the trans­
port number of the bromide ion at the higher temperature. 
G* Thallous cailorld# 
1» Materials 
Fiiher purified thallium {ous) ehloride -was re crystal­
lized frora 0#01 1 HCa., Spectrographic analysis of the aalt 
revealed no appreciable metal Impurities. Ihe metal for 
the electrodes was Sargent thai Hum aietal. 
Procedure and observations 
aie solubility of the aietal in the salt is reported (g3) 
o 
to be 0#09 Biole per cent at 550 C. Figure 6 shows a com­
parison of the temperature dependence of the conductivity of 
TlCa saturated, wiSi the thallium,, measured in a transport 
cell# with feat reported in .Drosabach*® Elektrochemie ge^ 
gchmolzener Sala© {28, p. 7S). It will be noted that the 
fori»r curve showed a very ®i@iifleant ti»e dependence. 
Pig. 5 Dependenc® of esp©rlinental activation en«rgj of conductivity of 
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th® activation ©nergy ffoowlng an inciHia^ of about 7 kcal. 
after th® salt had stood in th© funiac® for 48 hours. Th® 
aagciltudd of., the eonduotl'^ity ghow®d a corresponding de­
crease for tiiis period# Analysis of lalt taken from the 
cell at th® end ttii« time sbowed that an appreciable frac­
tion had been transformed into the oxide '^gO* Since 
either hydrolysis with «ater vapor or exchange of chloride 
with atmospheric oxygen could account for this change, an 
atteffipt was Md® to reduce both of these factors by paaslng 
dry nitrogen through th© fuimaoe# 
In spite of the effort to slow down oxide formation, 
the measured values of the tmnsport numbers showed a similar 
time dependence, which was obviously connected with the con­
tamination of the nelt# Ihe runs on first filling the cell 
with freshly purified salt three separate times, howver, 
showed excellent agreement among themselves. Movement of 
the bubble is very slow for this salt, m that only about 
two runs could be made each time before the effect of oxide 
formation on the results began to become noticeable. Hhe 
latter effect always produced a downward trend in the value 
of ^f2,Gl reversing the direction of motion of 
the bubble. Over the 48 hour period for which the change 
in activation energy is rihiown in Figure 6 the value of 
®flGl (0.28S t 0.001) X 10^^ to 
Pig, 6 D6p#ndenc® of ©acperlmental activation energy 
of oonductivlty of pure TIQ on natur® of cell and on 
effects du© to standing in air at 600°C. for 48 hours. 
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•-CELL WITH ULTRAFIIME POROSITY 
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• (1#SS + 0.07) X 10"*®# If any significance could be at­
tached to transport ntoibers calculated from the latter value, 
thi.« change wjuld oorrespond to a deovease of 0.35 in the 
trfiynsport nuwber cf the anion# It seems reasonably certain, 
hommvi, that th© eorr@et transport niMstoera for TlCl corre-
gpond to the values of with the fresh salt, 
for which the jaeasui^d activation energy showed good agree­
ment with that calculated fTOm the literature data as is 
shown in Figure 6# 
Bae calculation of actual values of the transport num­
bers depends, of course, on an accurate knowledge of the 
densities of both salt and metal* While the former density 
figures mm available in Conway*8 tables of electTOchemical 
data p. g81)> the latter had to be inferred by linear 
extrapolation of the data given in International Critical 
Jablea (27, Vol# II, p. 463) for the density of liquid 
thallium in the temperature range SOg to S5S°C. This is 
perhaps not a bad approxiiaatlon in view of the relatively 
small thermal estpanslon of liquid inetals, but it should be 
pointed out that it is probably this figure which determines 
the accuracy of the calculated transport numbers. Ihe rea­
son for this i® that in the equation relating the transport 
numbers to experimental quantities (see equation 5, p#37, 
for eMffiple) the density term turns out to be weighted much 
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mor® heavily than the term calculated from RipiCl* 
r«lativ®ly sjnall value of this experimental number. For 
raeasureramts on freshly purified TlCl the average values of 
^TlCl were as followss for three experiments at 
475°0., R a {0«284 t 0.025) x 10*"^1 for two experiments at 
505®C., R s (0.g7S t 0.00^) x 10"^®j for tv?o ©xperiments at 
525®C., H S {0.283 -fc 0.001) x 10"®. 'Hi® corresponding aver­
age values of for thia s»lt are 0.496 t 0.004, 0.492 t 
0.001 and 0*493 t 0.000, respectively, where the indicated 
error in ®aeh oatj» refers only to that part of the maasure-
B»nt carried out in this work. 
D. Silver Nitrate 
!• Materials 
"Baker Analysed" silver nitrate was re crystallized from 
water, dried one hour at 110®C., fused at 250®G. for 15 min­
utes, cooled rapidly, ground to a powder and stored in a 
d# sicca tor. Silver metal electrodes were plated onto the 
tungsten wires in the cell from an aqueous bath of the 
following compositioni AgNOg - 54 gA»» B:CH - 58 g./l., 
- 5 g./l., KCafS - ^ go/l* ®ie anodes used in thla 
electrolysis were made fro® Plsher certified reagent silver 
metal, tiie process toeing carried out at room temperature 
using a current density of about 6 m/sq. cm» 
7S 
2» Pypceduye and oba&TV&tlonu 
Ihe greatest experlaieiital difficulties in the present 
work were ©neountered in th© study of pure AgNOg# A number 
of innovationa were nectssary which may h© found useful in 
the applioation of th# asthod to other salts. 
Although pure AgNO^ iwlts at about S10°C., the tempera­
ture range that can be studied is limited by the rate of 
thermal decomposition of the aalt, iftiich proceeds with 
fairly rapid foriraation of bubbles at temperatures much 
above 300®C. Slow decomposition occurs even below the 
melting point, but the activation energy of conductivity 
ajea»ur©d after allowing -ttie molten salt to stand below 
SOO®CJ* several hour® nevertheless showed exceltent agreeiaent 
with careful work reported in recent literature. Specific 
data are plotted in Figure 7, the literature values being 
t a k e n  f r o m  t i i e  w o r k  o f  B y r n e »  P l e m i n g  a n d  W e t m o r e  ( 3 D ) ,  
llie results in Figure 7 also seem to Justify the use of the 
membrane and of silver electrodes. Here the inetal shows no 
apparent tendency to dissolve in the salt. 
Sie plating procedure for forming ttie electrodes was 
found necessary in order to insure that tungsten at the 
anode is completely coated. If any of the wire is exposed, 
evolution of gas from the anode is observed during elec-
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troljsls* Scaling of silver -ssires through the g3a as to 
circumvent this difficulty was shown to be possible, but 
very difficult* 
Still more trouble ms found at the cathode. Elec­
trolysis of ittolten silver salt® produces deposits of the 
metal which grow out rapidly from the surface of the cathode 
in the for® of dendrites, or ^'trees," as they are commonly 
called* fhia presented a serious problem, for by the time 
a few coulombs of electricity were passed through the cell 
the trees would have gromn ri^t througjh the membrane and 
into the anode eompartJ»nt» It tos found poaalble, however, 
to greatly alter the nature of the deposit by superimposing 
a relatively large alternating current on a small pulsating 
direct current. ISae circuit with which this was accomplished 
i® ^own in Figure 8» fhe actual currents observed on the 
aiaraeter and galvanometer are 360 ma AG and 24 ma DC, respec­
tively, the latter being about one-half that calculated by 
Ohm'8 Law (14, p« 9) due to its pulsating nature. ISie 
current may be represented by a distorted sine wave, the 
area under the peaks being slightly greater than that above 
the troughs, ..Silver is taiua alternately deposited and dis-
solved at the "cathode" during each of the 60 cycles per 
second, a little more of the former taking place each tim« 
than the latter. Bae experimental result of this arrangement 
Pig, 7 DependenoB of exj^rii^ntal activation e»ergj of eonduetivity of 
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Is that dendrites ar© muob. denser and shorter for a given 
quantllgr of electrloitj. It was found that a current of 
this raagnltud® couli he passed for several hours before 
the growth reached the membrane# 
Even i»h©n the arrangement described is employed* the 
»thod is subject to further limitations# It is unsatisfac­
tory, for example, below about S20®0», the deposit again 
growing too rapidly to permit sigplfleant experiments to be 
pun. Since the nature of the deposit actually depends on 
the current densl%, the size of the electrodes used is 
also an iaportwit consideration* the indicated arrange­
ment is satisfactory for electrodes at least 1 sq. cm. in 
surface area, provided a sufficiently high temperature is 
maintained. 
Addition of about 10 mg» of the powdered salt to one 
compartment of a tranaport cell containing pure AgNO^ does 
not create sufficient head to move the bubble, "fliis la 
apparently due to istronger surface forces aaintaining the 
level of liquid in these tubes, since the viscosity of 
AglOj is actually less than that of PbOlg (31, pp. 1624-5). 
A Hwdification of the cell was therefore conitructed, de­
signed to ma@alfy the effective head produced by a small in­
crease in volume. Bi© new cell was identical to the one 
Pig. 8 Circuit used to reduce tree growth at eathode during electrolysis 













shown la Figisp© 1 Cp« 35) In ©very respect, except that the 
top of one electrode compartaent was fitted with a ground 
glass stopper# Sils stopper serves to seal off the compart­
ment, so that no liquid can accumulate or be depleted from 
that side without siovement of the bubble# Assuming the air 
trapped in the space between the stopper and the liquid to 
behave ideally^ a simple calculation shows that the effective 
head produced b^r adding a given volume of salt to the stop­
pered compartment is about 500/dh times as great as the cor­
responding head in an unstoppered cell, where d is the den­
sity of the salt and h the hei^t of the trapped column of 
air. It is clear that by filling the cell nearly to the 
bottom of the taper and inserting the stopper it can thus be 
made losre than 1000 tiB»s as sensitive in this respect# 
Employment of Itie modified cell sacrifices two important 
advantages of the original version. First, the cell can no 
longer be used as a null instrument, so that accurate cali­
bration of the volume of capillary per unit length and 
accurate measurement of the distance moved by the bubble 
become necessary. Second, and more important, the restric­
tion of one compartment to a constant volume means that 
changes in density due to thermal fluctuations no longer 
affect both compartments equally. For example, a slight 
rise in the temperature of the furnace, which would have 
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caused both sldQS to 0xpana upward about equally In the 
first cell, noir causes the bubble to move In the direction 
of the unstoppered sl<3@« Unless the temperature, can be 
rigorouslj controlled, the bubble thus acquires a thermal 
backgroTHid motion which, of course, is Indistinguishable 
from it® motion due to the passage of current. In ttie case 
of AgSOg still another background motion is superimposed, 
du® to the slow ttiermal decoa^osition of the salt releasing 
bubble® of gas in the sealed compartment# Bie latter motion 
i®, of courw, unidirectional, and is usually aifficiently 
small and uniform that it can be corrected for in the cal­
culations# 
fh© actual experimmts were carried out as follows. 
After stoppering the cell containing the bubbl®, the system 
was allowed to come to theiml equilibrium in the furnace 
with only the syraaetrieal AC current flowing. I^e pulsating 
DG current was then added, so that only a small heating 
effect was thereby produced, ©le position of the bubble 
at various intervals was noted to the nearest 0.01 cm. 
with a B^asuring ca-thetoiwter. It was observed that th® 
bubble always moved away from the stoppered side when the 
eurwnt was first started, regardless of the direction of 
the DO. 'Biis was apparently due to the additional heating 
aiTOunting to about 0#g watts at the membrane. It took about 
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1000 s@conas for a new ©qullltorlum position to toe r@aoh.ed, 
after #iieh uxij motion'of the bubtol© that occurred could 
not he dlatiiiguished from the normal hackground descrihed 
atoov®. Tliie hs'imirior was th« saa© hoth at 225 and at 275®C», 
regardless of fee direction of DG cuirent flow. Si® trans­
port numhers of the iona In pur® AglOg «ius appear to have 
values suoh that the volume of a®It transferred from catho-
lyte to anoli't© on electrolysis Ss equal to the volura© of 
silver metal transferred from aaoie to cathode. On the 
ha sis of density flguwi in the literature for the salt (30) 
and the BJetal (27., ¥ol» I, p. lOS), the trangport nuaflaer of 
the nitrate ion that vould cause such a result is 0.24. In 
view of the errors discussed, however, the accuracy of this 
figure is probably not better than t 0.02. 
E# Eq.uimolar Mixture of Silver Mitrate and Sodium Nitrate 
1. Materials 
"Baker tealyaed" sodium nitrate was dried for several 
days at 110®C# Other reagents were the aarae as those used 
for the study of AgMOg, iilver electrodes being plated into 
the smaller cell ahowi in Figure 4 Cp», 60) in the same 
Manner. 
A itandard solution of 0.S H AgHOg was made by weighing 
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a sample of the salt, purified as described in the previous 
section, into a 1000 ml# volmetrio flask and diluting to 
the mark. 
'*Bak@r Analyzed" potassiu» thlocyanat© was used to 
make up a solution about 0.4 M* 'ftiis solution was standard­
ized against the AgNOg solution using ferric aBwionium sulfate 
as indicator* 
A 1.1 1 solution of KaOH mn standardized against pri-
roary standard potassium acid phthalat«» 
''lalcite*' cation exchange resin was charged with 3 
HlOg made by diluting Baker and Adamson C.P. nitric acid. 
2.. Procedure and results 
Uh® modified cell developed for us® with AgNOg was first 
tested to determine its practicability for use on AgNOg-KaNOg 
mixtures. Electrolysis of such mixtures in this cell should 
cause a transfer of [(1 - %g)\giiOg * ^a'^aHOgl 
from catholyt© to anolyte accompanied by a transfer of ^As 
cc. of silver from anode to cathode for each faraday passed, 
where the refer to the partial equivalent volumes of these 
substances. Prom density data for this system (30) it is 
known that t±ie equivalent voluiaes are additive over the whole 
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concentmtion rang®, so that these quantities could be used 
in .conjunetion with ©xperiHiental data obtained from the cell 
to give an equation in two unknown®. Ihis equation could 
then be .solved simultaneoualy with the on© obtained by Wet-
more (7) to glw the exact "Values of all three transport num­
bers. It was found experimentally, however, that thermal 
fluctuations of the bubble in these dilute solutions of 
AgNOg wm much greater than for the pur® salt, the resulting 
background being too large to allow collecting of any 
oignlfieant data, "ttie ii»thod was thus inapplicable to the 
present case, but laay yet be found useful for a similar one, 
e*g». PbCSLg. and Ed. It should be eaphasized that it la 
necessary to use the stoppered cell for such mixtures, sine® 
the density changes in ttse eompartments during electrolysis 
would otherwise giw rise to a difference in the levels of 
the two sides* 
Only on# atteiapt was imd© to apply the method for deter­
mining transport n'uabers In mixtures described in Part V. 
While thii experiment was a partial failure due to inadequate 
control of tree growth, the results obtained nevertheless 
aeem to demonstrate the usefulness of the method. The 
following details of the experiment are noteworthy, 
Ihe mixture was mad® up by melting together the two 
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salts in a beaker in tha furnace, stirring ttie liquid 
thoroughly, and cooling rapidly. Th© salt was then ground 
up and three samples taken for analysis. Bach sample was 
dissolwd in water which was then passed through the ion 
«xchang« coliaian* Titration of th© acid liberated with 
standard base thus gave th© total equivalents of cations. 
colum was th@n regenerated with acid, and the liberatfld 
salt solution titrated with thiocyanate. The number of 
equivalents of AglOg thus found permitted exact calculation 
of ita equivalent fraction in the melt# Ih© three samples 
tested ihowed the mixture to be homogeneous, the equivalent 
fraction of AgMOg being 0«45. 
After filling the cell with the mixture and warming in 
the furnao®, the temperature dependence of the conductivity 
w$s measured. Bi® data are plotted In Figure 9, #iere feey 
may bt compared with those of Byrne, Fleming and Wetmore (30) 
for a mixture of almost the same composition.^ Ihe experl-
msental activation energies so obtained are seen to show good 
agreement. 
Iji cari:Ting out the electrolysis the DC current used wa^ 
unfortunately, too high, io that trees were found to have 
Experimental activation energies show little dependence 
on concentration in this region. 
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groiwn through the xaeaitopan©. The DC us@d In this case waa 
about 50 Later tests showed that 25 ma would have been 
satisfactory. 
Itie growth of trees throu^ the memhrane brings the two 
electrodes together into the same conipartinent. It is clear 
that no further concentration changes take place after this 
happens, sine® the net result of electrolysis, lontil the 
electrodes become short-circuited together, ia merely the 
transfer of sili?©r from one point to another id. thin the same 
compartment. It can therefore be stated the actual number 
of coulombs Which caused the n»asured changes to occur was 
some fraction of the measured number. ®ie quantity of trees 
remaining in the cathode eoapartment after breaking the 
cell Indicated that this fraction was probably at lea St 1/2, 
Some limits on z, tb© number of faradays passed, have thus 
been established. 
Analysis of the data obtained shows aoms interesting 
results. Tte upper limit on z establishes an upper limit 
on the transport number of the silver ion of 0.67, while 
a lower limit for t^^ is similarly established to be 0.34. 
'file values of t^^^ corresponding to the same limits on z are 
0.37 and 0.76, respectively. In each of these cases, as for 
all intermediate values of Z selected, the SUM of the cation 
Fig. 9 impendence of experimental activation eiiergy of conductivity of 
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transport numbers is a little greater than unity. Taking 
the, possible exiperiEsntal error into consideration, the 
following conclusions about this system thus appear to be 
justified! (a) th© transport number of the nitrate ion ia 
zero, or slightly negative; (b) th© transport number of the 
silver ion is less than the value of at least 0.82 found by 
letmor® {7} for a mixture in which the equivalent fraction 
of A#Og is 0'»g4, i»e., decreases with increasing con­
centration of silver ion in this region. The inan should, 
of course, b© repeated, not only in order to determine 
the exact values of the transport numbers, but also to 
ascertain the degi^e of precision that can be expected. 
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VII. DISOTSSIOH 
The attempts of sow pre-^ious workers to measure 
transport nuBibers that were reviewed earlier can be eval­
uated more fully in th© light of data given in the present 
work* fhus, it has alread^^ been shown that the work of 
LorensE (3) and of Karpachev and Pal'guev (6) can probably be 
considered valid tidthin the accuracy of the aBasurements. 
In both these oases the coapartments were separated by mem­
branes of relatively low poroaity, such as those that have 
been shown hare to give the most consistent results. It 
was also shown here, however, that membranes of slightly 
greater porosity may permit appreciable backflow. 'Siis 
observation makei the methods of Tverdovakii (4) and Shcher-
bakov (5) appear rather questionable, "nie constrictions 
by ^ioh their coapartasnts were separated must have been 
large compared with a fine porosity fritted glass disk, ao 
that backflow wotild be a considerable factor for liquids 
with viSCOiities comparable to that of PbClg such as they 
studied* Ihe probability of such error appears especially 
likely when it is recalled that these workers offered the 
accumulating liquid no alternative path by which to equalize 
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hydrosfcatic preasur© differences, as was done In the present 
work. 
It has already h®@n siaom that a knowledge of the exact 
chemical formulas of the ionic species that carry the current 
in the mmlt is required before the transport data can he 
subjected to mioroacoplc interpretation. BTo suitable methods 
ha-v© yet been eatabllshed for determining the degree of 
complexing of the iona in a molten salt* For a medium in 
"Which all the ions are so close together it is even diffi­
cult to say Just itiat is n»ant by the term "complex ion»^ 
Bie concept as used her#, of course, refers to those aggre­
gates of ions that move as a unit in transporting current 
through the salt# 
An experin»nt which might be used to test for th.e 
presence of such complexsgi is the following. A cell of the 
type shown in Figure 4 (p# 60) is filled with a pure salt, 
some labeled cation being put into the cathod® compartment 
only. After electrolysis the anode compartment is analyzed 
for the labeled ion. Correction for poa^ble diffusion and 
convection is found by comparing the result with that for a 
similar run in which only AG current was passed. The ex­
periment would thus show the extent to which complex anions 
may be Involved in the migration process. A aimilar experi­
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ment starting with labeled anions in the anode compartment 
could indicate the presence of complex cations. 
Very crad© ©xperlirents purporting to be of the type just 
described were reported by Wirths (32) in 1937. Using a 
three-chambered cell in which the compartments were separated 
by fritted glass partitions, he attempted to measure the 
relative rates at which radioactive lead ions from the center 
compartment appeared in the cathode and anode compartments 
during electrolysis of Pb0l2 and of PbClg-KCl mixtures. Itie 
results on the pure salt showed inexcusably large deviations 
in the quantity of activity found in the catholyte, but 
demonstrated that the activity thus transported to the 
anolyte was in every case smaller than that found for the 
average blante run, a niiiBber of which were carried out to 
determine the extent of diffusion and convection. Ifee 
magnitude of the foriaer deviations is too great to be ex­
plained by diffusion and convection errors# Apparently 
it must be attributed to the author's method of malysls for 
radioactivity, which is not sufficiently described to permit 
evaluation. Ifee absence of any complex lead-containing 
anions in pur® Pbdg nevertheless appears to be established 
by lirths* results. 
me data presented by this worker for PbClg-KGl rnlxtures 
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iSiow still poorer reproducibilitj. Other than, the observa­
tion that th© results are not inoonsistent with the assiimp-
tion liiat leaa-eontalnlng anions carr^ some of the current, 
no fmrfchtr conclusions ean be <3rawn from this work. It was 
pointed out earlier that Lorenz' experiments on the same 
system (3) give evld#ne® that some of the lead ions are so 
eoiaplexed. Biis is best shorn hj the plot of tp^j vs. con­
centration based on his data shown in Figure 2 (p. 50), 
It will b© noted that for equivalent fractions of PbCl2 
less than 0»6'7 the calculated transport nujiotoers for the lead 
ion ar© negative, the composition of the H®lt at that point 
corresponding to th© coapound KCa'Pbdg. Further evidence 
of complex ion fomatlon in this system is shown by the work 
of Blooa and Heymnn (16, p# 410) who noted that the equiva­
lent conductivity of pure Pbdg is reduced by the addition 
of K01, the equivalent conductance vs. composition curve 
passing throu^ a miniisu® at equivalent fraction PbClg ; 0.6, 
It is clear that studies such as those Just described help 
give an insight into the nature of ionic aggregation in 
mixtures of fused salts. 
Assuming the lack of complex ions in pure PbGl2 indicated 
theoretical significance of the linear ration 
shown, if any, it not readily apparent. 
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hy the experiments of Wirtta® {32) to be a fact, the likely-
hood that such iona play an Important part in carrying the 
current In pure FbBrg and in Hd appears small in view of 
the chemical similarities, particularly the conductivities, 
of these salts. Soiae idea of the factors affecting ionic 
mobility in molten salts can thus be gained from a considera­
tion of the measured transport numbers. 
It is iumediately noted in comparing the, figures 
{Table 3, p% 64) for Pbdg and PbBrg, salts which differ 
principally in the size and mass of the anion, that an 
Increase in size and tm.Bs of an ion apparently reduces its 
ability to carry current* 'ftiat the mass of an ion is an 
important factor in its ability to migrate has already 
been st.owi by Klem {33), who has used electrolysis of 
molten salts as a method for separating Isotopes. Con­
sidering the transport numbers found for flCl, in #:iich 
both ions are singly charged, it thus appears that the 
larger mass of the thallium ion is compensated by its 
smaller sis®, so that both these factors are important. 
•ails view is consistent with that presented earlier of 
Affile experiments are set up in sucfe a way that the 
separation depends on the rate of ionic migration, not on 
the rate of the electrode prooess. 
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Bloom and HeyiMnn (16), who suggested that the smaller 
cations in the alkali halities carry nearly all the current. 
It should "bt noted that the salts they chose for comparison 
all had cations much lighter than fl'*'.' 
fhe prlncip®! difference between PbGlg and TICO. is in 
th® size and eharg® of the cation, the mass of each being 
about the sam©» Here the figures indicate that the smaller 
size of the lead ion apparently falls to compensate for a 
retarding effect due to its double charge. TlJ-us, what might 
haw been thou^it to be an advantage for the lead ion is 
really a handicap, the stronger forces of electrostatic 
attraction apparently making it more difficult for the ion 
to leave its iimediate environment* A similar behavior 
has long been known to exist for ionic Migration in solid 
electrolytes# franiport numbers around unity are usually 
found for the cations of uni-univalent salts, while the 
anion generally carries most of the current in di-univalent 
salts (54). 
The observations Just considered for the three molten 
halldea also appear consistent with the results found for 
pure AgNOg. In this salt the cation is heavier than the 
anion, but much smaller, the charges being the same. It is 
therefore not surprising to find the silver ion carrying 
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thpee-fourthis of th© current. In the case of the AgNOj-NaNOg 
mixtures, however, it Is apparenti that other factors must be 
talsen into eonsideration* Here the results show the silver 
ion earrfing most of the current when present to a smaller 
extent, but apparently giving way to sodium ion conductmce 
as th© ooneentration of silver ion ia increased. It should 
toe pointed out that this conclusion la not based solely on 
the result of the single experiment described, but on addi­
tional data of IHike and Ida (35) using experiments similar 
to the type employed by Wetmore (?)• Bae wrk indicated 
that at still higher concentrations of silver ion the 
sodium carries an even larger fraction of the current, so 
that it is apparently the cation present to the smaller 
extent that is the more mobll® in such mixtures. 
Much more data must be gathered before it will be 
possible to form a comprehensive picture of the micro-
sooplc nature of the conductivity process in fused salts. 
An important step in the developawnt of such an understand*, 
ing would be to find a relation between ionic transport 
by diffusion through the salt and ionic migration under 
an applied potential. It was shown earlier that the use 
of the lerost-Einstein equation is probably not valid 
for molten electrolytes, fhis equation relates the con­
ductivity of an ion to its self-diffusion coefficient. 
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by the ©scpression 
X;s * 
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where P is the faradaj and the charge on the Ion. It 
was pointed out that the derivation of the equation in­
volves the asamption that the two processes have the same 
laechanism. Reflection on the end result of these two pro­
cesses bring® to li^t their fundamental difference. Con­
sidering the "self-diffusion" of labeled thallium ions 
into TlCl, for example, it is clear that the net result 
observed is the interchange of cations, i«e., the labeled 
thallium ions take the place of normal thallium ions in th© 
liquid and vice versa. In electrical conductance, on the 
other hand, the exchange of position is between thallium 
ions and chloride ions. It is clear that in order for the 
B!®chanilytas of tiie two processes to be considered the same, 
it is necessary that the exchanges mentioned here each 
consist of two Independent steps taking place in opposite 
directions. ®ie Nernst-Sinstein equation is thus valid 
only for those limiting cases vfeere the motions of ions 
are few and far between. In the fused salt, however, it is 
not unlikely that the diffusion of sora® of the chloride 
ions may be coupled with the diffusion of Botm of the 
thallium ions, liiis would effectively amount to a transport 
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of TlOl "moleciile®," whleh wsuld show up as movement of the 
thallium Ion in seIf-cliffusion experiments, but would con­
tribute nothing to the oonductivlty of the thallium ion. 
ISius it Is not surprising that the transport niimber of 0.95 
calculated for the thallium ion by Van Artsdalen (15) from 
self-diffuslon data of Klemm (18) is almost twice the 
actual ¥alu® of 0«51 found in the present work. 
In considering the relation between diffusion and 
conduotanoe, it is instruetlv# to oompar© the activation 
energies of the two pro0eas@s» 111© experimental activation 
energies should not be compared, however, since theoretical 
treatment shows that the experimental activation energy of 
diffusion differs from the heat of activation bj the quanti­
ty Rf (2, p# 197), while the experimental activation energy 
in the latter case is the same as the heat of activation. 
Kius, even in the limiting case the Hernst-Einstein equa­
tion shoTss that the temperature dependence of the conduc­
tivity of an ion should correspond to the temperature de­
pendence of the quantity (Dj^/f). Since the transport num­
ber of the thallium ion has been shown in the present wrk 
to be independent of temperature ^thin the experimental 
error, the conductivity of the whole salt should show very 
nearly the same temperature dependence as the conductivity 
of the cation, i<.®». the chloride ion must have the same 
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activation energy of conductanc© as the thallixam ion if the 
fraction of th© current carried by each is to remain un­
changed with changing temperature. A comparison of the heat 
of activation of leIf-diffusion of the thallium ion in TlCl 
with the heat of activation of conductivity of the salt is 
shown in Figure 10, the data for the former curve being 
taken from the work of A. Klemm (18) and that for the 
latter from conductivity Kxeasurements of Tubandt and Lorenz 
(36) oorabined with density data of 1. Klemm (37). It 
should be noted that since the density of a salt is a func­
tion of temperature, it is Important to use equivalent rather 
than specific conductance in such comparisons. 'Ihe agree­
ment between th© slopes of the two curves shown in Figure 
10 suggests that there may well be some correlation be­
tween the two processes which would make a more inclusive 
theoretical approach to the problem worthy of further in­
vestigation. 
As just noted for th® case of TlGl, the lack of de­
pendence on temperature of the measured transport numbers 
Indicates that if the conductivity of a molten electrolyte 
can be expressed as a sum of exponential terms (equation (6), 
p. 52), the activation energies of each of the ions must be 
very nearly equal. Of the salts listed in "Bable 3 (p. 64) 
only in PbBrg do the transport numbers show any significant 
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dependence on temperature. Even for this case the dependence 
Is small enough that it might possibly b© explained by ex-
perlTBental error. If it should be found for fused salts 
generally that the transport numbers show no dependence on 
temperature, then the oonclusion might be justified that the 
rate determining step of the migration process Involves the 
simultaneous motion of both cations and anions, so that the 
exchange referred to above could not be further subdivided 
into individual Jumps. Ihe transport number data presented 
here, however, are not sufficiently accurate to Justify the 
conclusion that the individual ionic activation energies 
are the same for a given salt. Over the limited variations 
of temperature for which they were measured, a change in 
the transport numbers which lay within the experimental 
error of these figures could correspond to a difference in 
activation energies for the two ions of as much as 0.5 kcal. 
In the one where a significant change was actually 
noted, that of PbSr^, the indicated difference between the 
activation energies calculated for the two ions Is about 
1.2 kcal, the experimental error of this figure clearly 
being quite large. 
type of significance which mi^t be attached to 
such measureinents of ttie temperature dependence of the 
transport numbers will now be illustrated briefly by con­
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sidering the data In the present work to be sufficiently 
accurate to warrant such interpretation. Considering first 
the figures for PhClg, it will be noted that no temperature 
dependence of the transport numbers was observed. Ihls 
suggests that the of equation (6) are the same for both 
ions. Looking at the values of the transport numbers thent-
selves, however, it Is clear that tiie chloride ion carries 
the larger fraction of the current. IJius it must be that 
of equation (6) is considerably larger than Ap^. 
According to the theory of reaction rates (2) this indicates 
that the entropy of activation Is more favorable for tfce 
singly charged ion. Sie results on PbBrg would seem to be 
conslst«at with ttois interpretation. For in this case the 
data indicate that the b3?oalde Ion carries the larger 
fraction of the current in spite of having the larger 
activation energy of migration. Jhus, it again appears that 
the doubly charged ion undergoes the larger entropy decz*ease 
in attaining the activated state. In ELCl, where both ions 
have the same dharge, the activation energies again appear 
to be the same for each ion. tttis tin®, however, both ions 
carry equal fractions of the current. Indicating once more 
that it is the relative charges of the ions that most strong­
ly Influence tfae relative values of The experimental 
error in the AgHOg laeasurements was too great to bring this 
Fig. 10 Heat of activation of self-diffuaion of thallium ion ia TlCl ooa-
parsd with h«at of activation of conductivitj of T1C1« 
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salt Into th® present discussion. On the basis of the pic­
ture presented her®, however, one might expect to find a 
larger activation energy for nitrate than for the silver ion. 
One view of the microscopic nature of the liquid state 
suggests that some regions are to he found in which there 
exists a high degree of order, as in a solid crystal, while 
other regions have a considerably more random structure (58). 
If such a picture has some degree of validity, the question 
arises as to which type of regions are a®re favorable for 
ionic migration. ®ie very low conductivity and high activa-
tlon energy of conductance observed in solid salts suggest 
that highly ordered regions are not too conducive to the 
movement of iona. 'Ihe relatively high conductance and low 
activation energy in liquid salts may thus be due to the 
relative eaa® with which the ions can move in disordered 
regions of the liqiild, migration In the more ordered regions 
contributing little to the conductivity of the melt. 
Such a picture might be used to help explain the Inter­
esting results obtained in the measurement of transport num­
bers In the AgMOg-MaMOg mixtures. It was pointed out that 
as AglOg is added to NaHOg the transport number of the silver 
ion Increases rapidly until at an equivalent fraction of 
0.24 the silver ion Is carrying nore than 80^ of the current. 
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As aor® of the .silver salt la added, t. then begins to drop Ag 
off, the sodium Ion carrying a larger and larger fraction 
of the current# A corresponding behavior for the other 
cation aeems to hold ufaen SaMOg is added to A^Og, the trans­
port numbers of the tTO cations probably being nearly equal 
for an ©quiffiolar mixture as was indicated by the experiment 
carried out in this work. It should be pointed out that the 
equivalent conductivities of the two salts are not far apart, 
that of AglOg being slightly larger, and that the variation 
of equivalent conductance with concentration is very nearly 
linear in going from one pure salt to the other (30). Ihe 
experlMntal energies of activation, on the other hand, aeem 
to i^ow irregular variations over the concentration range 
(30), itfhich might be expected in viets of the behavior of the 
transport numbers# 'Hie structure of the liquid suggested 
above might help account for these observations in the 
following way# 
In a pure salt, NalOg, for example, the fraction of the 
liquid that might be considered disordered is principally a 
function of temperature, and contains the same ionic species 
as are present in the ordered regions. When a small amount 
of is added, the latter salt may be considered as an 
impurity in the foxKier. !Ihe silver ions are too far apart 
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to collect Into any sort of ordered lattice with respect to 
each other, and do not fit neatly Into NaHOg lattices, liie 
silver ions thus become centers of disorder in the raelt, the 
net result being that the disordered fraction of the liquid 
is concentrated in the neighborhood of the silver ions. 
Since, as was indicated above, these are probably the regions 
in which electrical conductivity takes place, the silver ion 
has a much hi^er mobility when present to a minor extent. 
Ifee sane argument laay be used, of course, to explain the 
behavior of AgNO^ containing a sjaall fraction of NaNO^. Ihe 
intermediate concentrations probably have appreciable frac­
tions of eada cation in disordered regions. 
It should be emphasised that the above discussion is 
entirely within the realm of speculation, and Is not to 
to© considered a comprehensive explanation of the observed 
transport numbers. It serves to indicate, however, the way 
in which the study of transport numbers in fused salts may 
contribute to the development of a general theory on the 
nature of the liquid state. A great deal of information 
from many different sources must be taken into consideration 
in the constructing of such a theory, and it is hoped that 
the present work may stimulate further investigation In a 
relatively unexplored and challenging field. 
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¥III» StUfflMRY 
X, 'Iht meaning of transport n\mb®rs in fused salts 
has been diseussed In the light of th© Inapplicability of 
th© usual definition applied to electrolytic solutions. A 
aicrosoopie definition has been proposed which permits 
division of the conduetano© of molten electrolytes into a 
suffi of meaningful ionic conductances which depend on the 
ability of ©aeh ion to move through the bulk of the liquid. 
2 *  Attempts of previous workers to measure transport 
numbers in fused salts have been reviewed with respect to 
their validity and signifieance. It hag been shown that, 
while a few of the paper® present significant data, the 
failure of any previous Investigators adequately to con­
sider the nature of the quantities they were measuring has 
led in other cases to the publication of completely useless 
or uninttrp re table experlMntal results. 
S* A cell has been developed for measuring the trans­
port nuKtoers of the ions in pure molten salts. It has two 
vertical electrode compartments separated by a porous glass 
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laembrane* ISi# dlaplae©m@nt during electrolysis of an air 
bubble in a capillary tub© connecting the two compartments 
yields data "iblch can be combined with known density data 
to calculate th© transport nurobers, assuming the simplest 
formulas for the current-carrying ions. ®ie validity of 
the us© of this C5®11 for transport number measurements in 
fused PbClg has been wrified by a number of different ex-
perlHBnts and theoretical considerations# A criterion for 
indicating its applicability in other cases has also been 
proposed# 
4« A eell for a®asuring transport numbers in mixtures 
of fused salts has been described# 'Jtoe electrode compart­
ments are again separated by a porous glass membrane. Re­
sults with this cell are found by determining the actual 
quantity of each ion transferred from one compartTOnt to 
th© other on electrolysis• 
5. Application of the former cell to a number of pure 
fused salts has yielded th© following experimental transport 
numbers for the negatiire lonst PbClg • 0.76 at 565 and at 
635®C,j PbBrg - 0.65 at 500 and 0.67 at 600°C.j TlGl - 0.49-f 
at 475, at, 505 and at 525*^0.j AgHOg about 0.24 at 225 and 
at 275®0. In an equlmolar IgNOg •laNOg mixture use of the 
latter cell has Indicated that the nitrate ion carries a 
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negllgllal® fraction of the current, while the maximiom trans­
port nunibar of the silver ion is less than 0.67. 
6. An ©xperiment has toeen proposed which would permit 
©valuation of th© ©xtaat to which complex ions carry current 
in molten salts. It has heen shown how such information, 
eowbined with that of the type asstmbled in the present work, 
may b© of considerable use in the development of a theory 
of the liquid state. 
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